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1. Abbreviation 
 

AFF Affirmative mood 

BEN Benefactive 

COM Completive aspect 

CON Conditional 

DEM Demonstrative pronoun 

DES Desiderative aspect 

DPAST Distant past tense 

DS Different subject 

FUT Future tense 

IMP Imperative mood 

INC Inceptive aspect 

INDF Indefinite marker 

INT Intensifier 

IPF Imperfective aspect 

LOC Locative marker 

NEG Negative 

NPAST Near past tense 

ORD Order aspect 

PROG Present progressive aspect 

REL Relativizer 

SCNEG Scope of initial negation 

SD Spatial deictic 

SS Same subject 

STP Sentence topic marker 

TD Temporal deictic 

1s First person singular 

1dl First person dual 

1pl First person plural 

2ms Second person masculine 

singular 

2fs Second person feminine singular 

2dl Second person dual 

2pl Second person plural 

3ms Third person masculine singular 

3fs Third person feminine singular 

3dl Third person dual 

3pl Third person plural 
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2. Introduction 
 

The Mende language is spoken by approximately 6,000 people who live in 15 villages in 

the Nuku district, Sandaun Province. The area lies between the Torricelli mountains to 

the north and the Sepik River plains and swamps to the south and is on the border of the 

East Sepik and Sandaun Provinces. This language was previously classified as the 

western dialect of the Kwanga language, which has been classified as a Papuan 

language of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum, Sepik Sub-Phylum, Sepik Super-Stock, 

Middle-Sepik Stock and Nukuma family (Wurm 1982). However, the speakers of the 

language disliked being called Kwanga speakers. Therefore for socio-linguistic reasons 

we now classify it as a separate language, called Mende. 

 

The research for this paper was carried under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics. The data on which the analysis is based has been collected during extensive 

periods of residence from 1991 to 2000 by Hanna Marie Hoel, Tarja Ikaheimonen and 

myself, primarily from the Mende people living in Mambu village, also from people from 

Usitamu and Aptuono villages. See Ikaheimonen (1998). 

 

I want to express my gratitude to Bob Conrad, who advised and assisted me in this 

written description of Mende grammar. Without his help and encouragement the 

completion of this paper would not have been possible. Also I would like to acknowledge 

the encouragement and suggestions of Hanna Marie Hoel and Tarja Ikaheimonen, and 

the help and patience of the Mende speakers, particularly our co-translators Clement 

Apingua, David Apinqua, Francis Levermbu and James Taumana. 

All responsibility for error belongs to the author alone. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to describe how the switch reference system, tail-head 

linkage and the additional encodings of participants monitor thematic continuity or 

discontinuity in Mende narratives. This analysis uses the concept of discontinuity 

proposed by Levinsohn (1994:3,5): “Coherent texts display local discontinuities of 

reference (involving changes in the topic of the text and its participants), of situation 

(involving changes in the time and location of the events of the text), and of action (most 

commonly, when the actions are not in chronological sequence). The devices employed by 

apeakers and writers to indicate discontinuities in a coherent monologue also maintain 

the overall unity and continuity of the text by guiding the listener or reader across the 
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discontinuity.” 

 

I will also use the concept of thematic paragraph as in Givon (1983:7-8), “…within it 

(discourse), chains of clauses are combined into larger thematic units which one may call 

thematic paragraphs (Longacre 1976,79, Chafe 1979…). …The thematic paragraph is by 

definition about the same theme. Most commonly it also preserves topic and action 

continuity.” This comment agrees with the statement which Grimes (1975:109) made 

about the paragraph: “I find that the unity of time or place, unity of participant 

orientation and unity of subtree or suboutline structure frequently correspond to a 

recognizable surface configuration larger than the sentence that can conveniently be 

called a paragraph.” 

 

A new thematic paragraph starts at a discontinuity of theme, action and very frequently 

participants. At such a discontinuity there is a change to a new location, time, or to a 

different group of participants. The sequential action is broken and not subsequently 

resumed. Often it is a temporal clause which begins the new thematic paragraph. 

However the summary tail-head linkage construction involving the pro-verb appears in 

the beginning of the new paragraph and starts a new setting. The use of summary 

tail-head linkage is not obligatory, but rather it’s up to the speaker. A text “Pigs talked” 

(See section 7) is rather exceptional. The author uses summary-head linkage very 

consistently at the beginning of nearly every thematic paragraph. 

 

As referential distance increases, so does the amount of coding material required to give 

to maintain the reference. This Givon’s recency approach fits Mende participant 

reference quite well. However it appears that in Mende participant reference is 

influenced more by the presence of a discontinuity. The subjects are encoded by a full 

noun to reinstate reference across a thematic boundary, which is a relatively local level. 

And pronouns are used to maintain subject reference within a particular thematic 

paragraph. In this way the thematic paragraph I am using in this analysis corresponds 

to Tomlin’s episode (1987:457). 

 

The global theme for the entire discourse is manifested by the participant mentioned in 

the title, such as Wasmande (name of a spirit man), Avifu (Hornbill) and Siya (Coconut) 

(See appendix). Mende uses change of theme to divide a text into paragraphs. The theme 

of a new paragraph is introduced in the first NP subject after the summary tail-head 

linkage or temporal clause. The tail-head linkage system maintains thematic continuity 
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by having a new sentence starting with the repetition of the final clause preceding it. 

Within the sentence the theme is manifested by the sentence topic marker –mu. In the 

clause the theme is manifested by the SS (same subject) or DS (different subject) 

markers. Deletion of object marker –n signals marked object topic, which would be the 

theme for that clause instead of the subject being the topic. 

 

3. The Switch Reference System 
 

Mende is a Papuan language with SOV basic word order and clause chaining whereby 

many clauses can be conjoined by switch reference markers to form a single sentence. 

However Mende does not have anticipatory subject referent markings, which are prsent 

in some other Papuan languages. 

 

3.1. Same Subject 
When the same subject follows, the medial verb does not carry a tense marker but the 

same subject is indicated by repeating the vowel of the last verb in the clause following h 

as in (1). 

 

(1) Ramu      avak niri-k     wako-n   or   shi-hi  nor tavu-hu            or 

name.of.cat now night-LOC gecko-OBJ 3ms. bite-SS 3ms have.in.mouth.-SS  3ms. 

lahara-ha  aka-k      or    la-lawu-hu     nor  ewe-shi-wa-k     or 

bring-SS  house-LOC  3ms. take-go.up.-SS  3ms. put-ORD-NPAST-DS 3ms. 

wanyi-wa-k     Tarja mba-wa-k     aka-k      a  lawu-hu  shi heye-wa, 

hide-NPAST-DS Tarja say-NPAST-DS house-LOC 1s. go.up.-SS 1dl look-NPAST, 

mende. (Ramu story) 

nothing. 

 

‘Tonight Ramu caught a gecko-SS, took it in his mouth-SS, brought into the house-SS 

and he put it (on the floor)-DS, then it (gecko) hid (was lost)-DS, so Tarja yelled-DS, so I 

went up to the house-SS and we two looked for (it), but nothing (we couldn’t find it).’ 

 

Referential overlap 

In the example (1) the sequence a ‘I’ and shi ‘we-dl’ are treated as SS. 
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3.2. Different Subject 
Suffix –k1 together with a tense marker (-ri for distant past tense as in (2), also -wa for 

near past tense as in (6) and -na for future tense as in (20).) signals the change of 

subject. 

 

(2) Siya-n   mbla  ukmaha-k    lafale-he hunduje fri  li-ri-k  

Coconut-OBJ scrape hot.water-LOC put-SS  prepare 3dl stay-DPAST-DS 

fle obro    tasa-ri-k           akwambongri fri lara-owe-shi-ri-k  

pig DEM.dl come.up-DPAST-DS food.limbum 3dl bring-put-ORD-DPAST-DS 

fri a-ri-k          ukmaha  nga owe-shi-ri-k         fri a-ha   fri wa-ri-k  

3dl eat-DPAST-DS hot.water also put-ORD-DPAST-DS 3dl eat-SS 3dl 

sleep-DPAST-DS 

ma  oto      or-mu   fle-n    sawe-mba-ra,… (Fle story) 

man DEM.ms 3ms-STP pig-OBJ tell-say-DPAST, 

 

‘They-dl scraped coconut, put (green vegetable) into hot water-SS, they two 

prepared-stayed-DS, then those-dl pigs came up-DS, so they two brought-placed 

limbum basket of food-DS, so they two ate-DS, so they two also put soup-DS, then they 

two ate-SS and they two slept-DS, so the man spoke to the pigs, …’ 

 

The example (2) was taken from the story in which two pigs complained about their bad 

food. The pig owner happened to hear in the bush that his two pigs were talking that the 

owner couple were eating the good parts of the food and that they gave only the bad food 

to the pigs. The owner went home quickly and he and his wife prepared good food for his 

pigs. In the example above, frequent DS markers show the switch reference between two 

pigs and the owner couple. 

 

For a while this rule seemed to work fairly well. However, having studied quite a few 

texts and observed every day conversation of the Mende speakers, I noticed that SR 

system was more complicated. It had further discourse functions as Longacre (1972:10) 

pointed out: “…where chaining in the surface structure is such a marked characterictic 

any deviation from the regular chaining pattern is of grammatical significance.” 

 

                                                  
1 When suffixed to a noun instead of verb, -k is a locative or temporal marker as in 
nowe-k (garden-LOC), tava-k (hand-LOC), niri-k (night-LOC). 
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3.3. Exceptions 
Sometimes DS marker –k, or tense marker with DS marker –k, can appear when the 

same subject follows. Also at times there is no subject change marked even though the 

subject does change. I will describe those deviant examples in sections 3.3.1. – 3.3.2.2.. 

 

3.3.1 “Anomalous” SS markings 
3.3.1.1. Clause skipping 

According to Roberts (1985:9-12) “Clause skipping is a fairly common phenomenon in 

PNG SR systems. With this device the marking clause coreferences a clause further 

down the clause chain and therefore it “skips over” or subordinates the intervening 

clause(s) to a lower level of agentivitiy or topicality.” He diagrammed the structure of 

this device as follows: 

 

      Clause 1-SS*     Clause 2-DS     Clause 3 

       Subject i         Subject j         Subject i 

 

This is illustrated in (3). In examples (3)-(6), the skipped clauses are enclosed in 

brackets. 

(3) Shi li-hi   < am haf past sikis-ik  si  na-ri-k            li  mba-ri-k > 

    1dl stay-SS TD half past six-LOC 3fs become-DPAST-DS 3pl call-DPAST-DS 

shi-mu   lawu-ra. (Wewak story) 

2dl-STP go.up-DPAST. 

 

‘We-dl. stayed-SS, and when it had become half past six, they called us-dl. so we two. 

went upstairs.’ 

 

(4) Li tar-tarmu-hu  < uku  am si  mendek      na-ku-ri-k              si 

    3pl REP-scoop-SS water TD 3fs nothing-LOC  become-DES-DPAST-DS 3fs 

na-ri-k >           li-mu   tolheye-ra. (Fa story 14-16) 

become-DPAST-DS 3pl-STP touch.see-DPAST 

 

‘They continued scooping-SS, then the water was about to finish, they tried to touch 

(something).’ 

 

(5) Nowe-k    a   i-hi  minja-n   a  waro-ho < ma  am si   taka-ri-k > 

   garden-LOC 1s  go-SS grass-OBJ 1s weed-SS rain TD 3fs  fall-DPAST-DS 
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a-mu hala-shi li-ra.  

1s-STP leave-ORD stay-DPAST. 

 

‘I went to garden, did weeding, then rain fell, so I stopped (the work) and stayed.’ 

 

In (3) through (5) the skipped clauses have inanimate subjects. Often the temporal and 

meteorological clauses are skipped. 

 

(6) A  raka-li-li-hi           < Tarja  am si  heye -he  si mba-wa-k > 

    1s come.down-stay-stay-SS Tarja  TD 3fs  look-SS  3fs say-NPAST-DS 

a-mu lawu-wa. (Ramu story 22-25) 

1s-STP go.up-NPAST. 

 

‘I came down (from Tarja’s house) and stayed in (my house) for a while, then Tarja found 

(the gecko) and she asked, so I went up (to her house).’ 

 

Here in (6) not a single clause but two are skipped over. And these skipped clauses have 

animate subjects. 

 

According to Roberts (1985:9-) this device subordinates the following clause to a lower 

level of agentivity or topicality. In this case the two clauses are coded as less topical than 

the other clauses in (6). Here the less topical information is inserted in the middle of the 

main story without affecting SR marking. Using the diagramme of Roberts preceding (3) 

above, clause skipping can be demonstrated as follows: 

 

      Clause 1-SS*     Clause 2-DS     Clause 3 

       Subject i         Subject j         Subject i 

       Event            Background      Event 

 

Though (6) has two clauses, it fits the same pattern if the lower topicality is interpreted 

as background information. 

 

In (7) and (8) the subjects which have higher topicality are fronted. 

 

(7) …aka jivi  nom  li  hala-shi-ri-k        si-nda-ri          lir-a. (Komiti story) 

    house good only 3pl leave-ORD-DPAST  stand-IPF-DPAST 3pl.-AFF. 
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‘They (tultul luluai) let only good houses remain standing (they ordered people to 

destroy the old ones and to build new ones).’ 

 

In (7) the subject is aka jivi nom ‘only good houses’. Since it is the clause topic, it 

appeared clause initial. 

 

(8)  jikanda ermbasi lap li mba-shi-ri-k mayam fri-mu wanyi-si-ra. (Avifu story) 

child young.boy two 3pl say-ORD-DPAST-DS quietly 3dl-STP hide-stand-DPAST 

 

‘They-pl (villagers) told two youngsters to hide-stand quietly (spy). (So they two did.)’ 

 

The phrase which contains ‘two boys’ is fronted, signaling higher topicality. 

 

3.3.2. “Anomalous” DS markings 
3.3.2.1. Change of world setting 

One example which has a tense marker with DS marker -k preceding the SS clause 

which is a purpose clause. This anomalous DS marking indicates a change in theme, i.e. 

a switch from an intended or proposed action to the real world. 

 

(9) Pamela-n   shi heye-ku-ri-k        shi-mu   ra-ra. 

   Pamela-OBJ 1dl see-DES-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP come-DPAST. 

 

‘We-dl came in order to see Pamela.’ 

 

(10) Pamela-n   shi-mu   heye-k  ra-ra. 

   Pamela-OBJ 1dl-STP  see-DS  come-DPAST 

 

‘We-dl came to see Pamela.’ 

 

(11) Pamela-n   shi  heye-k-mba-ha  shi-mu   ra-ra. 

   Pamela-OBJ  1dl see-DS-say-SS   1dl-STP come-DPAST 

 

‘We-dl wanted to see Pamela, so we came.’ 

 

(12) Tarja nga Hanna Marie nga fri     ra-ku-ri-k          fri  sawe-ri-k  
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Tarja and Hanna Marie and 3dl come-DES-DPAST-DS  3dl tell-DPAST-DS 

nirsumbu-k …       yanga-n    ni  hala-ha  ni  i-hi  Nuku-k …  ni-mu  

early.morning-LOC…village-OBJ 1p  leave-SS  1p go-SS Nuku-LOC 1p-STP  

lawu-ra. (Stiven’s story) 

go.up-DPAST 

 

‘Tarja and Hanna Marie said that they would come (to Nuku), so we left home early in 

the morning and went up to Nuku.’ 

 

In (12) it looks like the medial clause which contains the distant tense marker –ri and 

DS marker –k is a complement of the following clause. 

 

3.3.2.2. Change of time setting 

When the medial verb is suffixed with –nda-ri-k (-nda ‘Imperfective’, -ri is ‘distant past 

pense’and -k is the DS marker), either SS or DS can follow. (13)-(15) are the examples 

which show the same subject follows after the sequence –nda-ri-k, and (16)-(18) are the 

examples of different subject following after –nda-ri-k. 

Clauses with –nda-TENSE-k encode background information with respect to the event 

in the following clause. 

 

(13) …fle obro    ma tei    siyok  fri waya-nda-ri-k           fri welopkolop ji-hi  

     pig DEMdl man bench under 3dl stay.around-IPF-DPAST 3dl banana   hit-SS 

fri mbla-mbla lafaka-ha sembe-k   er     fri i-hi-nda. (Fle maimbahanda story) 

3dl sing-REP finish-SS forest-LOC like.this 3dl go-SS-IPF. 

‘those pigs remained under the bench of the dead for a while, and they hit (ruined) 

banana plants, finished singsing (mourning) and went to the bush.’ 

 

In (13) there is temporal change between the first clause and the second clause. Pigs 

remained under the bench for a while. The suffix –nda ‘Imperfective’ shows the duration 

of time. The event encoded by waya ‘stay around’ took some time, then the next event 

welopkolop ji ‘hit the banana plants’ took place. The first two clauses in (13) are 

span-event sequences (Longacre 1985:244). Examples (14) and (15) also illustrate 

span-event sequences. 

 

(14)  Fri li-ya-ha-nda-ri-k                nindi wolo   las-ik    fri-mu  

    3dl. stay-around-SS-IPF-DPAST-DS middle when one-LOC 3dl-STP 
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fa-k      layi-ra. (Wahawe Suwuri story) 

river-LOC go.down-DPAST 

‘They-dl stayed around for a while, then one day they two went down to the river. 

 

(15)  …mbashi kanda oto   sembengala-k or   na-ha-nda-ri-k  

       rat     small DEM  forest-LOC  3ms be-SS-IPF-DPAST-DS 

or-mu tala-ra. (Wastlalandavi story) 

3ms-STP appear-DPAST 

‘   that small rat was in the bush for a while then he appeared.’ 

 

(16)-(18) are the examples of DS following after the sequence –nda-ri-k. 

 

(16) … li a a     ol-mu       ngrehe-ra.       U-nda-ri-k         nindi  las  

     3pl eat eat DEMpl-STP be.filled-DPAST.   do-IPF-DPAST-DS middle one 

wolo-k    li-mu mba-ra, … (Avifu story) 

time-LOC 3pl-STP say-DPAST. 

 

‘…they (children) repeatedly ate and ate and they (children) were repeatedly filled. So, 

one day they (parents) said, …’ 

 

Here in (16) summary type tail-head linkage is used. U-nda-ri-k here summarizes 

children’s repeated refusal to eat food which their parents prepared since the hornbill 

man had fed them already. 

 

(17) Mas leuku laka las si-nda-ri       sir-a.  Oso   wasi  li-nda-ri        mishi 

 Before lake large one sit-IPF-DPAST 3fs-AFF. DEMfs spirit live-IPF-DPAST place  

sir-a. U-nda-ri-k          ma amber li tala-ndirsa-ha   uku   oso-n    li-mu 

3fs-AFF. do-IPF-DPAST-DS man all 3pl appear-gather-SS water DEM-OBJ 3pl-STP 

tarmu-ra. (Fa story 1-4) 

scoop-DPAST 

 

‘Before there was a large lake. It was a place where a bush spirit lived. Then (one day) all 

the men got together and scooped the water.’ 

 

This (17) is a beginning part of one of the legends of Mende. And u-nda-ri-k marks the 

end of the setting and the beginning of the event. 
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Looking at the expamples (14) and (15) above, I think, the medial clauses which contain 

–SS–nda-ri-k are backgrounded. They encode explanations and not events. So, although 

both medial and final clauses have same subjects, -k appeared there to show that there 

is discontinuity of action. The suffix -nda indicates action over a time span. So there is 

significant time interval between the two clauses. 

The sequence –nda-ri-k in (18) is not the same as (16) and (17). 

(18) …jikisi kanda nom li-mu wanda-ra.      Li wanda-ri-k       avoko laka oto  

    children small only 3pl-STP stay-DPAST. 3p stay-DPAST-DS father big DEMms 

lopnivi      ondo-n     or  liliyi-hi  shovowarmba-k  or   owe-tomboko-ho  

ripe.banana DEMpl-OBJ 3ms mash-SS limbum.flat-LOC 3ms put-carry-SS  

or-mu i-ra. (Avifu story) 

3ms-STP go-DPAST. 

 

‘Only children were staying at home. They stayed, then the old man mashed ripe 

bananas and put it in the flat limbum sheet and carried and went.’ 

 

The verbs wanda (wa+grammaticalized nda) in (18) and wa are not the same. wa means 

lie down or sleep, but wanda means stay at home (relax, not work), doesn’t mean sleep, 

wa-ha-nda (sleep-SS-IPF) shows span of time as in i-hi-nda (go-SS-IPF) and na-ha-nda 

(be-SS-IPF). 

 

3.4. Tail-head linkage 
Tail-head linkage refers to that feature of a language where the final clause of the 

previous sentence is recapitulated at the beginning of the next sentence. In Mende, this 

involves the fully inflected final verb being recapitulated, using a medial verb form with 

SS or DS marker. In addition to just the verb being recapitulated, other constituents of 

the clause may also be recapitulated as in (19) and (20). 

 

(19) … nombo nindi-k si si-hi …si-mu wa-ra. Si wa-ha alasi si ji-hi … (Wasmande story) 

road middle-LOC 3fs stand-SS…3fs-STP bear-DPAST. 3fs bear-SS placenta 3fs hit-SS 

 

‘…she stood in the middle of the road…and she gave birth. She gave birth and she hit 

the placenta…’ 

 

(20) …nene si tava-wa wolo avak kolok minimbakuva-k si i-ka.  
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root 3fs split-NPAST time TD quickly rotten.trunk-LOC 3fs go-FUT 

Minimbakuva-k   si  i-na-k     kolok   si  tava-ha os-mu     lawu-ku-a 

rotten.trunk-LOC 3fs go-FUT-DS quickly 3fs split-SS DEM-STP climb-DES-AFF 

mi orok. 

tree there 

 Si lawu hombelaka-k si na-na-k mi heye-he mi yantle-ka. (Vanilla story) 

3fs climb long-LOC 3gs become-FUT-DS 2ms see-SS 2ms turn-FUT. 

 

‘…when the root splits, it goes into the rotten tree trunk. When it goes into the rotten 

tree trunk, then quickly it will split and climbe up the tree. When it climbs up and 

becomes tall, and you will see it, then turn it ( so that it will go down).’ 

 

(21) …fri-mu ra-ra. Fri raka-ri-k ni i-heye-he…(Stiven’s story) 

3dl.-STP come-DPAST. 3dl. come_down-DPAST-DS 1pl. go-see-SS 

‘…they two came. They came, so we went and saw and…’ 

 

Tail-head linkage occurs mainly in narrative discourse including legends and also in 

procedural discourse as in (20). In narrative discourses, tail-head linkage is used within 

a thematic paragraph, functioning to tie the events together (as a cohesive device). 

Levinsohn explains about the function of tail-head linkage to slow the story down. Such 

repetition typically occurs immediately before especially important information like the 

climax of a paragraph (Levinsohn 1994:7). 

Routamaa thinks the function of tail-head linkage as ‘primarily to highlight events and 

bring them to the attention of the hearer.’ (Routamaa 1997) 

In Mende however tail-head linkage is the unmarked construction which ties sentences 

together. When there is no tail-head linkage between two sentences, it signals a change 

of information. 

 

Instead of recapitulating the verb of the previous clause, sometimes the pro-verb2 u ‘do’ 

is used instead. The use of the pro-verb in this way commonly summarizes not only the 

event of the immediately preceding clause, but the entire preceding thematic paragraph. 

However the usage of this summary tail-head is not a rigid rule but it basically depends 

on the speaker. One of the sample stories in the end of this paper, “Pigs talked” is rather 

an exceptional, in which the author used summary tail-head consistently at the 

                                                  
2 Routamaa (1997) called it pro-verb, Roberts (1985) called it a dummy verb. 
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thematic boundaries. 

 

(22) …indik or-mu   i-ra      yanga orhi-k.    U-ri-k       nijava avoko  am  

    again 3ms-STP go-DPAST village his-LOC. do-DPAST-DS mother father TD 

li-mu ra-ra yanga-k. 

3pl-STP come-DPAST village-LOC. 

 

‘…he went back to his village. Then the parents came back to the village.’ 

 

The absence of tail-head linkage signals a discontinuity on the event line. There is a 

temporal setting change. (23) is an example of a temporal clause substituting for 

tail-head linkage. 

 

(23) …, karem fri-mu sawe-ra. Am Sande-k si na-ri-k… (Wom beach story) 

     thus 3dl-STP tell-DPAST. TD  Sunday-LOC 3fs become-DPAST-DS 

 

‘   they two said like this. When it became Sunday, …’ 

 

Regular tail-head linkage does not appear in the beginning of (24b) and (24d). Second 

clause of (24a) and the clause(24b) are not in a chronological sequence but the parallel 

explanation. The word hako ‘but’ in the beginning of (24d) shows that (24d) is collateral 

information. 

 

(24a) Fri intlapsa-wakongo-ri,            ma   jikisi intlavi wako awarikanda nom  

    3dl catch.insect-catch.lizard-DPAST, human child insect lizard small     only 

or-mu    ji-ra. 

3ms-STP catch-DPAST. 

 

(24b) Alasi   oto        wako  lakalaka ondon    or-mu     ji-ra. 

     placenta DEM.ms  lizard  big      DEM.pl  3ms-STP  catch-DPAST 

(24c) U-hu  ma   jikisi nijava  or-hi-n         ha-ra. 

     do-SS human child mother 3ms-POSS-OBJ give-DPAST. 

(24d) Hako alasi    or-mu    avoko or-hi-n         ha-ra.  (Wasmande story) 

      but  placenta 3ms-STP father 3ms-POSS-OBJ give-DPAST. 

 

‘They-dl (human child and the placenta man) went for hunting insects and lizards, then 
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the human child caught only small insects and lizards. The placenta man caught only 

big lizards. Then the human child gave them to his mother. But the placenta man gave 

them to his father.’ 

 

In example (25a)-(25c) a speaker is talking about his first experience in Wewak town. 

After mentioning Francis’ suggestion to take certain path, which they took, the speaker 

explains the reason of his obedience. Tail-head linkage does not appear in the beginning 

of (25b). And it seems that (25b) is inserted between the event line. (25c) resumes the 

event line from (25a). 

 

(25a) Karem or  mba-ha nombo orok  shi-mu  i-ra.  

   like.this 3ms say-SS road   there 1dl-STP go-DPAST. 

(25b) An nombo tumuri   mende. Kas mbeek   torok a  ra-ha   na ya-ha  

     1s  road  first.time very.   little SCNEG  here 1s come-SS 1s go.round-SS 

heye-nda-ri    ambu. U-nda-ri        osik    Francis  i-ri      nombo-kop  

see-IPF-DPAST NEG.  do-IPF-DPAST because Francis go-DPAST road-LOC 

an Francis-in a ndiya-i-ri nir.  

1s Francis-OBJ 1s follow-go-DPAST 1s. 

(25c) U-hu shi i-hi … 

    do-SS 1dl go-SS… 

 

‘(a) He said like this and we two went. (b) This was my very first time (to walk around in 

Wewak). I had not come and gone around here a bit. Therefore I just follow wherever 

Francis chose to go. (c) And we two went…’ 

 

4. Kinds of Information 
 

4.1. Foreground vs. background 
“In connected discourse, some aspects of the description – coded in some 

sentences/clauses – are considered the gist, backbone, main line of the 

episode/description/communication. They are the foreground of the discourse. Others 

are considered satellites, side-trips, supportive portions of the 

description/episode/communication. Those are the background portions of the 

discourse.” (Givon 1984:287-288) 

 

Event information (foreground) is consists of series of medial clauses which contain 
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either DS marker or SS marker clause finally, and then the sentence final clause occurs. 

Then the recapitulation of the preceding clause links the two sentences. Any anomalies 

to this pattern signals a change of the kind of information. This pattern is illustrated as 

follows. 

 

CL1-SS/DS, CL2-SS/DS, …..CLx-mu -a. CLx-SS/DS, CLa-SS/DS, CLb-SS/DS, …Cly-mu 

–a. 

 

In narrative texts, the medial clauses have either DS or SS marker. The final clause 

does not have DS/SS marker attached but it has distinct –mu –a ending, if encoding 

event information. The topic marker –mu is attached to the subject of the final clause, 

usually a class 2 pronoun. The final clause ends with –a following past tense. Only 

distant past tense has distinction between final clause of event (-ra) and others (-ri3). 

 

The foreground is language text which is on the story line, which was described above. 

Past tense is used and the events are in chronological order. Particularly the sentence 

final distant past tense –ra clearly signals the foreground. The regular switch reference 

system occurs in the foreground. The background is the supportive material such as 

explanations, comments and collateral. Distant past tense –ri without –k following 

signals background itself, if it is the final clause, or it signals that the background 

follows, which is not necessarily in chronological order. When the final clause ends with 

distant past tense –ri, often class 3 pronoun follows it. See example (29). Present tense, 

future tense4 and Imperfective show the background as well.  

 

4.2. Background to event 
There are occasionally “anomalous” DS markings on verbs across clauses that have the 

same subject NP. 

                                                  
3 Near past tense is –wa for both medial clause and final clause, for both event line and 
for background information. However distant past tense takes different endings, -a and 
–i. They may be called narrative mood. –a occurs sentence final with –mu attached to 
the subject of the final clause. When –i appears with –k (DS marker) without –nda 
(Imperfective), it signals that the current clause is on the event line. When –i appears 
without –k, either the current clause is a non-event itself (final clause), or is preceding a 
non-event. 
4 There is distant past tense (-ri ~ -ra) and near past tense (-wa) also used with 
imperatives and as existential present (as in ‘This is nothing new.’). Future tense –na is 
used only in medial clauses preceding the DS or the SS marker. In Washkuk, language 
related to Mende, -na marks future tense. –ku is a desiderative aspect marker when 
used with animate subject and marks inceptive when used with inanimate subjects. 
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(26) Fanduwu-k a wa-ha-nda-k      a-mu   ra-ndu-wa. 

   river-LOC  1s sleep-SS-IPF-DS 1s-STP come-PROG-NPAST. 

‘I stayed overnight at river and now I am coming (back home).’ 

 

Here, you can say wa-ha-nda-ha (sleep-SS-IPF-SS) but wa-ha (sleep-SS) is 

ungrammatical. This –nda ‘Imperfective’ encodes an event which occurs over a span of 

time. Now then, what is the difference of wahandaha and wahandak, both of which are 

equally grammatical in the case of (26)? One has a SS marker and the other has a DS 

marker, but the clause which follows has the same subject as the preceding clause. My 

present analysis is that all the clauses suffixed by the SS marker are events, but when 

the DS marker –k is suffixed to a verb-SS-nda sequence, it encodes that clause as 

background information, not an event. 

 

4.3. Event to collateral or evaluation 
At times the DS marker –k drops but the tense marker remains when the DS marker 

follows. In examples (27) through (29), the absence of DS marker –k signals a change 

from event information to collateral. 

 

(27) Ni  i-hi  leuku las ni-mu  heye-ra.   Ni heye-ri      uku oso  

   1pl go-SS  lake one 1pl-STP see-DPAST 1pl see-DPAST  water DEM 

mbeek jipheye-ri        ambu. (Wom story) 

SCNEG good.look-DPAST NEG 

‘We went and saw a lake. We saw (but) the water didn’t look good.’ 

 

(28) Shi ewe-ri   wahaw, kas  hamba-ri           kom. (Puzzle story) 

   1dl put-DPAST no,    a.bit make.shape-DPAST NEG. 

‘We-dl put (the pieces of jiksaw puzzle), but no, it did not form a proper figure.’ 

 

(29) Li raka-ha      heye-ri    suwuri oso  orok  wa-ri   ambu sir. (Suwuri story) 

  3pl come.down-SS see-DPAST turtle DEM there stay-DPAST NEG 3fs. 

‘They came down and found that the turtle (no longer) was there. (They expected it to be 

still there but it ran away.)’ 

 

The examples of clause skipping in (3)-(6) show that deletion of the DS marker–k signals 

a change of the kind of information, i.e., from event to background. 
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(30) is an example of a clause to which the DS marker –k is suffixed and in which the 

second clause is the complement of the first clause. 

 

(30) Fri heye-ri-k     tarblenorble-he     kusha-n or    tla-ha  

  3dl see-DPAST-DS  stick.out.tounge-SS lips-OBJ 3ms thrust.out-SS 

or   mongtavaontlo-ho    saisara-ha         or-mu   mbla-ra. (Suwuri story) 

3ms dance.with.hands-SS jump.side.way-SS  3ms-STP dance-DPAST 

 

‘They-dl saw that he (the wallaby) made funny face and danced in a funny way.’ 

 

4.4. Climax 
As noted before, ‘…any deviation from the regular chaining pattern is of grammatical 

significance.’ (Longacre 1972:10) This can apply to the climax of Mende narrative. 

Usually the final clause of the event line ends with –a. However this is not the case in 

some texts. 

 

(31) Am si  hara-ri-k        las   si  usa-ha si  heye-ri    am aka-k  

    TD 3fs dawn-DPAST-DS one.f  3fs rise-SS 3fs see-DPAST  TD house-LOC 

si  wa-r te. (Wasmande story 192-195) 

3fs stay-DPAST EMP. 

 

‘When it dawned, one (of the women) got up and saw (found) that she actually was 

staying in a house (not a tree).’ 

 

This is from a traditional story of spirit-man, Wasmande. The man who is a bush spirit, 

has special power. Two girls began living with him on top of a certain tree. But when 

they woke up on the following morning, they found (deletion of the DS marker–k with 

only the distant past tense marker –ri remaining marks the change from event to 

background information which is contrary to expectation) that they were actually in a 

proper house, not on a tree. Here a temporal deictic am appeared and the tense is -r the 

affirmative suffix –a is deleted, also an emphatic particle te follows. 

 

When Wasmande saw the girls were hungry, he went and picked some leaves and put 

them in a saucepan and cooked. Girls saw it and thought they would not like it. But… 
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(32) U-ri-k       si heye-ri     nanyi fleome am orok u-r te. (Wasmande 219-220) 

do-DPAST-DS 3fs see-DPAST yam  pork  TD there be.cooked-DPAST EMP. 

‘Then she saw that yam and pork were being cooked there.’ 

 

And in the similar climax of food miracle later in the story shows the same pattern of  

–k deletion, am and –r. Here emphatic particle te is not used. 

The combination of information change, am and distant past tense –ra without –a has 

something to do with climax. Now I will compare this temporal deictic am and Mende 

adverbs angop and avak which have also temporal feature. 

Consider examples (33)-(35): 

(33) Am a-wa om? 

    TD eat-NPAST 2ms 

‘Have you-ms just eaten?’ 

 

*Angop a-wa om? 

already eat-NPAST 2ms 

  

(34) Am a-wa nir. 

    TD eat-NPAST 1s 

‘I have just eaten.’ 

 

(35) Angop a awa nir.  

   already 1s eat-NPAST 1pron. 

‘I have already eaten.’ 

 

Comparing (34) and (35), the slight difference is the temporal closeness to the point of 

utterance. (35) could mean the speaker had eaten several hours ago. And the focus is the 

fact that the speaker has eaten sometime ago. (34) means that the speaker has eaten 

just now. 

 

(36) Ma angop raka-w(a).  

    rain already fall-NPAST. 

‘It has rained.’ 

 

(37) Ma am raka-w. 

    rain TD fall-NPAST. 
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‘It has just started raining.’ 

 

(38) Ma avak raka-ku-a (sir). 

   rain later fall-DES-AFF (3fs). 

‘It will rain soon.’ 

 

Adverb angop correlates with the past, avak correlates with the future and am seems to 

correlates with the completed action near the present time. The clauses which contain 

them are temporal clauses, i.e. background information. 

 

The present temporal deictic am seems to mean that something has reached its point or 

peak, or accomplished something. The central idea of this particle is ‘right now’, even 

though it occurs in a clause which has a past tense marker. 

 

A Mende translator told his experience of going to Wewak and staying there. One climax 

of the story is that they faced the difficulty of landing due to the bad weather: 

 

(39)…nombo nindi-k   ni   si-hi      ma or balus-in tolo-nda-ri          ma oto  

    road middle-LOC 1pl stand-SS man 3ms plane-OBJ hold-IPF-DPAST man DEM 

or  heye-ri, wahaw,  os   ni  ra-ku-ri         nombo am kava-k na-r. (Wiwak story) 

3ms see-DPAST, no, DEM 1pl come-DES-DPAST road TD bad-LOC become-DPAST. 

 

‘…we were in the middle of the way, and the man who controlled the plane (pilot) tried to 

find (the way), but no, the path we were supposed to come had become bad.’ 

 

Here in (39) a DS marker –k deleted after heye-ri, where we expect a DS marker since a 

different subject follows. This deletion signals a change in the kind of information, i.e., 

from event to background. Then temporal deictic marker am occurs followed by the verb 

with distant past tense marker without –a. 

 

Another climax of the same story does not even have a verb. Two Mende translators 

were invited for dinner on their arrival by the volunteer builder couple from USA. 

Having eaten the main course, they were served desserts which did not look attractive to 

their eyes, however… 

 

(40) Si tolo-lahara-ewe-ri-k        shi heye-ri ….  kavak nari. 
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   3fs take-bring-place-DPAST-DS 1dl see-DPAST bad-LOC become-DPAST. 

Hako shi a-heye-ri am orok. (Wiwak story) 

But 1dl eat-see-DPAST TD there. 

 

‘She brought and put (desserts on the table), we two saw (it), it was bad. But (when) we 

two. tasted it, it was so good5.’ 

 

Here in (40) again we see the deletion of the DS marker –k. The absence of -k signals a 

change in the kind of information, i.e. from event to background. Then temporal deictic 

am occurs. 

 

Another example is taken from the true story, which happened in the Mende area some 

years ago. Some men went hunting. And accidentaly one man shot the other one to death. 

This is the description how it happened. The deletion of the DS marker –k after heyeri 

signals a change in the kind of information, i.e. from event to background. In this case 

the background is contrary to expectation. 

 

(41) Nokopndi or  si-hi    nor heye-ri   Mambe am fle hom na-r. (Mambe story) 

Nokopndi  3ms stand-SS 3ms see-DPAST Mambe TD pig like become-DPAST. 

 

‘Nokopndi stood and saw, then Mambe had become like a pig.’  

 

Not every single story has a climax. For example, in the unsuccessful hunting story told 

by our neighbour, there is no climax as marked by the change of the kind of information 

nor by the temporal deictic am. However one could easily imagine that if he had shot a 

pig, there would have been a climax in his story. 

 

5. Participant Reference 
 

Givon’s ICONICITY PRINCIPLE (1983:18) states, “The more disruptive, surprising, 

discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to 

it.” 

                                                  
5 When something has been done very well or the food tastes very good, this expression 
am orok is used. 
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His hierarchy for participant identification is: 

 

more continuous/accessible topics 

 zero anaphora 

 unstressed/bound pronouns grammatical agreement 

 stressed/independent pronouns 

 R-dislocated DEF-NP’s 

neutral-ordered DEF-NP’s 

L-dislocated DEF-NP’s 

Y-moved NP’s (‘contrastive topicalization’) 

cleft/focus constructions 

referential indefinite NP’s 

more discontinuous/inaccessible topics 

 

Applying Givon’s Topic Identification Iconicity Hierarchy to Mende, it would be as 

follows: 

 

more continuous/accessible topics 

 zero anaphora 

 class 2 pronouns 

class 1 pronouns 

 full NPs 

Right dislocated DEF-NPs6 

cleft/focus constructions 

more discontinuous/inaccessible topics 

 

An example for class 1 pronouns7 is as follows: 

 

(42) …lir nga mu  hai      hulai ermbasi-n       ndungwa-ra. (Avifu story) 

     3pl also STP levelward man  youngster-OBJ  give.sign-DPAST. 

 

‘…they, too, gave a sign to young men.’ 

                                                  
6 This is an important way to raise the topicality of the participant. However there is not 
enough data to analyse it. 
7 See Ikaheimonen, The Pronominal system in the Mende language. 1998. 
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Usage of class 1 pronouns is rare. According to the overall result of counting 

identifications in Mende narratives, the average of identification by class 1 pronoun in 

five texts is 1% of the entire number of identifications. The average of identification by 

class 2 pronoun in five texts is 70%. 

 

An example of identification by a cleft/focus construction is as follows: 

 

(43) Avoko Viktor-hi      or        mi-mu sili-ndu-wa. (Kombio story) 

   father  Viktor-POSS  REL.3ms 2ms-STP ask-PROG-NPAST. 

 

‘It is Viktor’s father whom you are asking.’ 

 

Because the author happened to ask Viktor’s father, “Where is Viktor’s house?” the 

woman who stood next to him replied with (43) 

 

Cleft/forcus constructions are rare in this text corpus. 

 

Givon and his coresearchers used statistical counts to establish the general validity of 

the above iconicity principle. I applied his distance approach to five of the Mende 

narratives, which happened to be all legends. The results are found in appendix of this 

paper. 

 

5.1. Major and minor participants and props 
It is not easy to draw a line between major and minor participants in narratives. The 

initial identification of the most frequent participant in each story of five legends is as 

follows: NP in object position (Wasmande story and Hornbill story), NP with possessive 

pronoun (Flood story and Coconut story), and NP with indefinite marker in object 

position (Creation story). As it shows, the prominence of the participants does not 

determine the way of initial identification, or vice versa. However a participant whose 

role is important in the narrative or his name is the title of the narrative, or who is one of 

the initial participants to be introduced and who has a higher frequency of his 

appearance will be called a major participant. And he is frequently introduced in a 

presentative clause as in (44). 

 

(44) Mas  wolo  hulayi nga nokopji nga anafai-anafayi-k-mba-nda- 
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    before time  man  and woman and marry.in.future-marry.in.future-DS-say-IPF- 

ri      lap     li-nda-ri        bri-a.  (Ma nga nokop masikome nga story) 

DPAST INDF.dl live-IPF-DPAST 3dl-AFF. 

 

‘Once upon a time there were a man and woman who were thinking about going to 

marry.’ 

 

Among the five stories in the appendix, 13 participants out of 33 are introduced initially 

with an NP with an indefinite marker (three are in object position, one is in oblique8 

position), 7 are introduced with NP (one is in oblique position), 6 participants are 

introduced initially with an NP with a demonstrative pronoun (one is in object position), 

3 are introduced by an NP in object position, 2 by an NP with possessive pronoun, and 2 

by proper nouns. This shows that an NP with an indefinite marker is frequently used to 

introduce participant for the first time. 

 

Props are usually inanimate participants introduced in object or oblique position and 

usually appearing only a short time. They are never referred to by a pronoun. 

 

5.2. Initial introduction 
In narratives there are several ways to introduce participants for the first time, i.e., NP 

+INDF, NP +DEM and proper noun in subject position, but also in object and oblique 

position. A noun phrase with indefinite marker is used exclusively for the initial 

introduction of participants. In some cases major participants are introduced in the 

object or in oblique position. It depends on the story. For example, the Wasmande story 

begins with an introduction of a couple, and the wife gave birth to a son. She left the 

placenta in the bush. Then it became a human baby, which was Wasmande. So 

Wasmande is introduced in object position initially. As for the flood story, after several 

clauses major participants, a boy and his grandmother are introduced. Though the 

indefinite marker is attached, the boy and his grandmother are in oblique position in the 

clause. Some participants are introduced with an NP with a demonstrative pronoun, 

even initially. One possible explanation for this is, “that the participant or item is known 

by the speaker and is something he is going to talk about, but the item or person is not 

yet known by the hearer.” (Hemmila 1989:45) However, in the case of legends, basically 

everybody knows the story and the participants. Quite often the story teller tells the title 

                                                  
8 Oblique stands for everything except subject and object position. 
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of the story in the very beginning: 

 

(45) Avifu-n a sawe-ku-a. (Avifu story) 

hornbill-OBJ 1s tell-DES-AFF. 

 

‘I will tell a Hornbill story.’ 

 

(46) Siya-hi mashi-n a-mu sawe-ku-a. (Coconut story) 

coconut-POSS story-OBJ 1s-STP tell-DES-AFF. 

 

‘I will tell a coconut story.’ 

 

Therefore, although NP + DEM appears in the story to introduce new participants, they 

are already well known to the hearers. 

 

People known in the area either living or dead or having special role in the legends are 

always introduced with proper nouns such as Lakai and Kwarsaw (See 5.3.). Props are 

introduced with plain NPs. However majority of props are introduced in object position. 

 

5.3. Re-introduction 
Some participants are re-introduced with NP + POSS, in a relation to a major 

participant like his name is the title of the story, such as ‘Wasmande’s mother’. When 

occurring with a noun phrase, a demonstrative pronoun usually marks the referent as 

‘given’, i.e. previously mentioned in the story. Therefore in many cases participants are 

re-introduced with NP + DEM after being absent for several clauses. However if the 

participants in the story are physically present in a situation (such as story-telling) or if 

they belong to shared background knowledge, they are not marked by DEM for 

givenness. Lakai and Kwarsau, for example, well known characters to the Mende people, 

who appear often in their legends and show supernatural power, are never referred to by 

DEM neither for initial introduction nor for re-introduction. It is same for the presently 

living people whom everybody knows. NPs functioning as instrument or locative or as 

props are marked as given only if they are important in the story as in (47). In this 

example ‘saucepan’ is re-introduced with demonstrative pronoun and also ‘the water’. 

Many saucepans lined up for the big feast, and Wasmande (the spirit man) was about to 

perform his food miracle there. And ‘the water’ is the liquid from his father’s dead body, 

which has the special power to perform the miracle. 
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(47) …os or   u-nda-ri      hom asamanyin kukwa-k lap      kolopsinya-k 

      as 3ms do-IPF-DPAST like kind.of.leaf leaf-LOC INDF.dl kind.of.leaf-LOC 

lap     karem   or  la-ha   hal        awu    ondo-k       or  owe-shi-hi  

INDF.dl like.this 3ms take-SS downward saucepan DEM.pl-LOC 3ms put-ORD-SS 

uku  oro-k         or-mu    mbu-mbu       i-ra. (Wasmande story) 

water DEM.ms-LOC 3ms-STP sprinkle-sprinkle go-DPAST. 

 

‘As he was doing before, he picked asamanyi leaves and kolopsinya leaves and put them 

in the saucepans and sprinkled the water in each saucepan.’ 

 

5.4. Maintenance of identification 
Within a thematic paragraph then switch reference system and class 2 pronouns9 are 

used to track participants. In the case of splitting of participant groups (i.e. subject sets) 

in text, an NP is used in order to avoid confusion, as in (46) and (47). 

 

(48) Hula nokove lap     li-nda-ri       bri-a.    Hula ma sembengala-k  

    man woman INDF.dl live-IPF-DPAST 3dl-AFF. man     forest-LOC 

or   i-shi-ri-k           nokove nomek       si  la-la-ha …(Wasmande story) 

3ms go-ORD-DPAST-DS woman  garden-LOC 3fs work-work-SS … 

 

‘There were a man and wife living. The man went to the bush, and the wife worked in 

the garden …’ 

 

Example (49) shows the function of NPs to track change of subject with two human 

subjects present. 

 

(49) Fri intlapsa-wakongo-ri,            ma   jikisi intlavi wako awarikanda nom  

    3dl catch.insect-catch.lizard-DPAST, human child insect lizard small     only 

or-mu    ji-ra.         Alasi oto        wako  lakalaka ondon   or-mu 

3ms-STP catch-DPAST. placenta DEM.ms lizard big      DEM.pl  3ms-STP 

ji-ra.         U-hu ma jikisi nijava or-hi-n ha-ra.                   Hako alasi 

catch-DPAST. do-SS human child mother 3ms-POSS-OBJ give-DPAST. but placenta 

                                                  
9 According to the overall result of the counting applied to Mende narratives, the 
average of identification by class 2 pronoun in five texts is 70% of the entire number of 
identification. About Mende pronouns, see Ikaheimonen (1998). 
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or-mu avoko or-hi-n ha-ra.  (Wasmande story) 

3ms-STP father 3ms-POSS-OBJ give-DPAST. 

 

‘They-dl (human child and the placenta man) went for hunting insects and lizards, then 

the human child caught only small insects and lizards. The placenta man caught only 

big lizards. Then the human child gave them to his mother. But the placenta man gave 

them to his father.’ 

 

Example (49) shows the function of NPs to track change of subject with two human 

subjects present. 

 

Zero anaphora occurs basically when the preceding clause has the same subject. One of 

the rare exceptions is when the current subject is the object in the previous clause as in 

(50). 

 

(50) Tava-k   a  haltolo-ho   Hanna Marie-n    a  ewe-wa,    aje-w. 

   hand-LOC 1s hold.down-SS Hanna Marie-OBJ 1s put-NPAST, be.afraid-NPAST. 

Tarja-n    a ewe-wa,    aje-w.           (Ramu story) 

Tarja-OBJ 1s put-NPAST, be.afraid-NPAST. 

 

‘I held (a gecko) in my hand and put it to (showed) Hanna Marie, she was scared. I put it 

to (showed) Tarja, she was scared, (too).’ 

 

Here there is a change from event to background. 

 

Another exception was caused by the methodology for counting referential distance. 

Quotations usually appear in a quotation formula as in (51). However sometimes the 

last half of this formula is missing (52). Since I did not count quotations, the end result 

of the referential distance became two instead of the usual one for that kind of situation. 

This is really an exception. 

 

(51) …or  misi-hi  or-mu    mba-ra,   “Lawe kap    anasawe-mba-ndu-a?”  

      3ms hear-SS 3ms-STP say-DPAST, “Who DEMdl converse-say-PROG-AFF ?“ 

Karem  mba-ha or-mu    wanyi-si-heye-ra.  (Fle story) 

like.this say-SS  3ms-STP hide-stand-look-DPAST. 
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‘…he heard and said, “Two of whom are talking? He said like this and he spied.’ 

 

(52) U-ri-k       fri-mu   mbara,   “Mberem mberem fri  i-r?”        “Maam te.  

   do-DPAST-DS 3dl-STP say-DPAST, “How   how    3dl go-DPAST?”  “?   INT. 

Fri i-hi-nda   nombo-n  a heye-nda kom.” Karem  mba-ri-k       Lakai fre 

3dl go-SS-IPF path-OBJ 1s see-IPF  NEG.” like.this say-DPAST-DS Lakai and 

Kwarsaw fri-mu  sawe-ra, … 

Kwarsaw 3dl-STP tell-DPAST, … 

 

‘Then they two said, “How (Where) did they two go?” “I don’t know. I don’t know the path 

they two had gone.” She (this is the zero anaphora) said like this, then Lakai and 

Kwarsaw told (her).’ 

 

Example (52) is the conversation between the old woman, whose two children were 

kidnapped by the hornbill man and Lakai and Kwarsaw, who have supernatural power. 

 

At points of discontinuity in a text, whether of situation or of action, the identification of 

participants is done by nouns instead of pronouns. The example in (53) illustrates such a 

discontinuity of situation. Although the referent of clause (53b) has the same subject as 

(53a) and the identification would normally be made with a pronoun, the noun ‘human 

child‘ in (53b) is repeated in the second clause. 

(53a) …alasi oto-n    or-mu    wavlelena-ra. 

    placenta DEM.ms 3ms-STP upset-DPAST. 

 

(52b) U-hu niri   las-ik     ma     jikisi oto      alasi oto-n           or 

     do-SS night INDF-LOC human child DEM.ms placenta DEM.ms-OBJ 3ms 

mba-la-ha  tlengala   mende-kop fri-mu  i-ra. 

say-take-SS deep.forest very-LOC 3dl-STP go-DPAST. 

 

‘…he got upset against the placenta man. Then one day the human child told-took the 

placenta man to the very deep forest, they two went.’ 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

The presence of continuity or discontinuity of reference, and of situation and of action 

(Levinsohn 1994:4) explains Mende discourse features. The presence of DS marker –k 
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signals a discontinuity of reference. The absence of DS marker –k, where different 

subject follows, signals a discontinuity of action – including when a narrative (event 

line) is interrupted by a background comment or a flashback to an earlier event. Events 

are connected by simple tail-head linkage when there is no action discontinuity. Absence 

of usual tail-head linkage signals action discontinuity. When the temporal setting 

changes, temporal clause appears in the place of tail-head linkage. At a thematic 

discontinuity, summary tail-head linkage (involving u ‘to do’. See 3.4. Tail-head linkage) 

appears instead of simple tail-head linkage. Participant reference is influenced by the 

presence of a discontinuity. Within the context of thematic continuity a class 2 pronoun 

is used, and occasionally zero anaphora. However where there is a thematic 

discontinuity, NPs are used even if the preceding clause has the same subject. 

 

7. Sample Texts 
 

Hula Kava 
‘Men are bad’ 

by David Apinqua 

 

Hula  jivi  ambu. Hula kava lira.  Nokopminyongo  ondo     li  liya-nda-ri-k  

man good NEG. man bad 3pl.  young.girl     DEM.pl 3pl stay.round-IPF-DPAST-DS 

nokopminyongo  las    os-mu        hula-njik   mba-ra.      Si   i-hi   os-mu  

young.girl    IDF.fs DEM.fs-STP man-BEN say-DPAST. 3fs go-SS DEM.fs-STP 

hulasi-ra.  

marry-DPAST. 

 

‘Men are not good. Men are bad. Young girls were staying around, then one girl wanted a 

man. She went and she got married.’ 

 

U-hu  hula  si-hi      nga  jip  la-ha      li-ya-nda-ri                bria.  Nindi wolo  

do-SS man 3fs-POSS and well work-SS stay-around-IPF-DPAST 3dl.  Middle time  

las-ik        nokove  oso      os-mu         or-in      ngriya-ra.      U-hu   fri-mu  

INDF.fs-LOC woman DEM.fs DEM.fs-STP 3ms-OBJ upset-DPAST. do-SS 3dl-STP 

anaji-ra.  

fight-DPAST. 

 

‘And together with her husband, they two worked well and stay around. One day that 
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woman got angry with him. And they two had quarrel.’ 

 

Fri anajiji i-hi   os-mu         mba-ra,      “Hula  jivi  ambu. Hula  kava. Jikanda 

3dl fight go-SS DEM.fs-STP say-DPAST. “man good NEG. man bad. youngster 

nokopminyongo jiri-n.     Avak hula-njik    mba-wa     hala.  Hula jivi   ambu. Hula kava.  

young.girls  2pl-VOC. TD  man-BEN say-NPAST NEG. man good NEG. man bad. 

 

‘They-dl had quarrel and it went on, then she said, “Men are not good. Men are bad. You, 

young girls. Don’t seek for men. Men are not good. Men are bad.’ 

 

Maome nyi-hi      mbeei-yok    owe-he li-ku-nda-ny?         Mbeei-yok   wa-ha 

body  2fs-POSS where-LOC put-SS live-DES-IPF-2fs? where-LOC lie.down-SS 

suknya-ku-nda-ny?    Avak kombe nom nyir-ik    lawu-ku-wa         sir. Kumba tava nyi-hi  

sleep-DES-IPF-2fs? TD  stick only 2fs-LOC go.up-INC-NPAST 3fs. leg hand 2fs-POSS 

mbeei-yok    owe-he  li-ku-nda-ny?        Avak or   jilantlela-ku-wa lir.           Nomorawu 

where-LOC put-SS live-DES-IPF-2fs? TD  3ms hit.break-DES-NPAST 3pl. hardship 

nom nyir-in ha-ku-wa ri.  

only 2fs-OBJ give-DES-NPAST 3ms. 

 

‘Where do you think put your body and live? Where do you think lie down and sleep? You 

will be hit by sticks. Where do you think put your legs and arms and live? He will hit and 

break your legs and arms. He will give you only hardship.’ 

 

Jikisi-n    nyi simbi-shi-hi      shovo-n               foso-ka.     Jikisi nyi  simbi-shi-hi 

child-OBJ 2fs carry-ORD-SS limbum.basket-OBJ carry-IMP. child 2fs carry-ORD-SS 

kishavak la-ka.        Hiyawu-n        nyi u-ku-wa            erem a.        Mbelembele 

vegetable take-IMP. food.feast-OBJ 2fs cook-DES-NPAST like.this AFF. various 

jivi-jivi     nyi-hi      kowe   hom na-nda avak or   shi-fre-he     ermbe-ku-wa          lir.  

good-good 2fs-POSS clothes like be-IPF TD 3ms cut-tear-SS  throw-DES-NPAST 3pl. 

 

‘Carry your children (take care of). And carry your limbum basket (work). Carry your 

children and harvest vegetables. Preparing the food feast is the same (carry children 

and do). He will destroy and throw away your good clothes.’ 

 

Jeyengawu nyi-hi-n        tle-ku-wa             ri.  Awumbavi-n tava-ku-wa ri. 

bed     2fs-POSS-OBJ break-DES-NPAST 3ms. pots-OBJ break-DES-NPAST 3ms. 
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Karem   or   u-hu   anangriyatolona nom u-ku-wa          shir.  Awulekombe nom 

like.this 3ms do-SS fight         only do-DES-NPAST 2dl.  knives only 

tolo-ku-wa shir.          Karem    nyi u-hu  maome masambi nyi-hi      mbeek    jivi-k  

hold-DES-NPAST 2dl. like.this 2fs do-SS body  skin   2fs-POSS  SCNEG good-LOC 

na-ku-wa              ambu sir. Wavu  nyi-hi     men    kupsi-tukuyi-ku-wa       nom 

become-INC-NPAST NEG 3fs. liver 2fs-POSS merely hang-fall-DES-NPAST only 

hishi-ku-wa nyir.  

think-DES-NPAST 2fs. 

 

‘He will break your bed. He will break pots and pans. He does like this and you-dl will 

only fight. You will hold only knives (fight with knives). You-fs do like this and your 

body-skin won’t become good. You will only think about hanging yourself on a rope and 

die.’ 

 

Hako mbeek  erem     nyi u-ku-wa           ambu sir.  Akri ter    na-wa      ambu sir.  

But SCNEG like.this 2fs do-DES-NPAST NEG 3fs. new today be-NPAST NEG 3fs. 

Neloko      avoko  hoje.       Er        jiji lolo  i-nda  er         na-nda sir.  Men 

grandfater father long.time. like.this  ?     go-IPF like.this be-IPF 3fs. merely 

er        nyi lihi     miuku nom  ngoro-ku-wa        sir.  Hula kava. Hula jivi  ambu. 

like.this 2fs live-SS tear  only shed-DES-NPAST 3fs. man bad. man good NEG 

U-nda  kasir-a. 

do-IPF  

 

‘But don’t do that. That is nothing new. It was like that already when the ancestors were. 

It has been like that since long time ago. Just live like that and just shed some tears. 

men are bad. Men are not good. This is what (I say).’ 

 

 

Fle maimbahanda 
‘Pigs talked’ 

by Pierson Havangri 

This story is not a legend but created and written by the author. 

 

Mas    kuyanga las-ik        ma   lap       fle  lap     frijip  owe-he  

Before village INDF.fs-LOC man INDF.dl pig INDF.dl two  look.after-SS 

li-nda-ri,          hula  nga  noko  nga.  
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live-IPF-DPAST, male and female and. 

 

‘Before in a certain village there were two people looking after two pigs, which were male 

and female.’ 

 

U-nda-ri-k           op-mu         sembe-k     jiwamsa-ha               a-ha    i-hi 

do-IPF-DPAST-DS DEM.dl-STP forest-LOC look.for.earthworm-SS eat-SS go-SS 

hame   las      fri-mu    heye-ra.  

ton.tree INDF.fs 3dl-STP see-DPAST. 

 

‘Then (time past) they two went to bush to look for earthworms, ate, went on and they 

two saw a ton tree.’ 

 

U-hu   fle hula  or-mu     fle noko-n        sawe-ra,      “Mai, tontlo-k  

do-SS pig male 3ms-STP pig female-OBJ tell-DPAST “Well, base.of.tree-LOC 

li-na-k       a  lawu-tle-na-k        si taka-na-k    shi a-ha   shi vai  lawu.” 

stay-FUT-DS 1s. go.up-break-FUT-DS 3fs fall-FUT-DS 1dl eat-SS  1dl FUT go.up.” 

 

‘Then male pig told female pig, “Stay at the base of the tree, I will go up the tree and 

break (the branch), so that it will fall, then we two will eat, then we will go up (go 

home).” 

 

Karem   or   mba-ha  or-mu     hame-n        lawu-tle-ra,             ma hom  or  

like.this 3ms. say-SS 3ms-STP ton.tree-OBJ go.up-break-DPAST, man like 3ms 

na-ha-n. 

become-SS-? 

 

‘He said like this and he climbed the ton tree like a man.’ 

 

U-ri-k          fle  mashama oto     sembengala-k  or    i-hi    or  

do-DPAST-DS pig owner   DEM  forest-LOC  3ms. go-SS 3ms 

ta-si-wangari-ri-k                 fri anasawe-ri-k           or  misi-hi      or-mu 

come-stand-listen-DPAST-DS 3dl converse-DPAST-DS 3ms hear-SS  3ms-STP 

mba-ra,     “Lawe  kap     anasawe-mba-ndu-a?” 

say-DPAST, “who DEM.dl converse-say-PROG-? AFF” 
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‘Then the owner of the pigs went to the bush and he stood hearing that they two were 

talking, so he heard and thought, “Who are they two talking?” 

 

Karem  mba-ha   or-mu   wanyi-si-heye-ra. 

like.this say-SS 3ms-STP hide-stand-lood-DPAST. 

 

‘He said like this and he hid-stood-looked.’ 

 

U-ri-k          kolok     nokove   or-hi       os-mu          fle  obro-n  

do-DPAST-DS suddenly woman 3ms-POSS DEM-fs.-STP pig DEM.dl-OBJ  

usha-ri-k          fle obro    misi-hi    fle hula   or-mu     mba-ra,      “Akwa ome 

call-DPAST-DS pig DEM.dl hear-SS pig male 3ms-STP say-DPAST  “Food real 

ji  a-shi-hi       men suvu-n           ji  ha-na-k        akwa  ome  hom  shi  

2pl eat-ORD-SS mere rubbish-OBJ 2pl give-FUT-DS food  real  like  1dl 

a-k-mba-ha       ji-mu   usha-ndu    kavai?      Yawur    shi  a-ha   nom   shi  

eat-DS-say-SS 2pl-STP call-PROG poor.thing  properly 1dl eat-SS only  1dl 

lawu-ku-ndu.”  

go.up-DES-PROG.” 

 

‘Then suddenly (at that very time) his wife called those-dl pigs, then they two heard and 

the male pig said, “You finish eating the real food and give the mere rubbish and (you-pl) 

think we two should eat it as real food, so you-pl are calling? Oh poor thing (we two are). 

Only when we two eat here enough, we will go up (go home).” 

 

Karem   mba-ha  or  kweina misambi-k    or   taka-ha  kumba-n  er   or-mu 

like.this say-SS 3ms jump ground-LOC 3ms fall-SS  leg-OBJ thus 3ms-STP 

ohome-ra. 

sprain-DPAST 

 

‘He said like this and jumped down (from the tree) and sprained (his) leg.’ 

 

U-hu   fri-mu   hame-n       nongo-a-ri-k               ma  oto      heye-ndirna-ha 

do-SS 3dl-STP ton.tree-OBJ pick.up-eat-DPAST-DS man DEMms see-as.soon.as-SS 

or-mu     yanga-k      lawu-ra. 

3ms-STP village-LOC go.up-DPAST 
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‘And they two picked up ton and ate, and as soon as he saw (that) he went home.’ 

 

U-hu  nokove  or-hi-n            or   sawe-ri-k         si misi-hi      fri-mu 

do-SS woman 3ms-POSS-OBJ 3ms tell-DPAST-DS  3fs hear-SS 3dl-STP 

akalaka-k          fehe     paje  nga siya     nga  lafala-ha     aunimba-k 

food.storage-LOC be.from yam and coconut and take.out-SS large.saucepan-LOC 

fri-mu    jese-u-ra.  

3dl-STP peel-cook-DPAST 

 

‘And he told his wife so she heard (she heard what he told her), and they two took out 

yam and coconuts from the food storeshed and peeled them and cooked in a large 

saucepan.’ 

 

Siya-n        mbla   ukmaha-k       lafale-he  hunduje  fri  li-ri-k               fle obro 

coconut-OBJ scrape hotwater-LOC put-SS  prepare 3dl  stay-DPAST-DS  pig DEM.dl 

tasa-ri-k               akwambongri  fri  lara-owe-shi-ri-k               fri  a-ri-k 

come.up-DPAST-DS  food.limbum 3dl bring-put-ORD-DPAST-DS 3dl eat-DPAST-DS 

ukmaha   nga  owe-shi-ri-k             fri a-ha     fri  wa-ri-k             ma  oto  

hot.water and put-ORD-DPAST-DS 3dl eat-SS  3dl sleep-DPAST-DS man DEM.ms 

or-mu     fle-n     sawe-mba-ra,      “Angop   a  heye-he shi mba-wa-n          a misi-hi 

3ms-STP pig-OBJ tell-say-DPAST “Already 1s see-SS 2dl say-NPAST-OBJ 1s hear-SS 

tasa     akwa-n    u-shi-wa-k                shi   tasa      a-ha   shi-mu 

come.up food-OBJ cook-ORD-NPAST-DS  2dl  come.up a-SS  2dl-STP 

wa-ndu-wa.” 

sleep-PROG-NPAST.” 

 

‘They-dl scraped coconut, put (vegetables) into hotwater, they prepared-stayed, then 

those-dl pigs came up, so they two brought and placed limbum basket of food, so they two 

ate, so they two also put soup, then they two ate and they two slept, so the man told the 

pigs, “I have already seen and heard what you two said, came up (came home) cooked 

food then you two came up, ate and you two are sleeping.” 

 

Karem  mba-ha   ermbak erehem fri  u-ri-k           fri-mu   a-ra. 

like.this say-SS  always thus 3dl do-DPAST-DS 3dl-STP eat-DPAST. 

 

‘He said like this and they two did always like that, so they two ate.’ 
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U-hu   ma  or   ha-ri-k           li-mu    teye-n       ya-ha      lafau-ra. 

do-SS man 3ms die-DPAST-DS 3pl-STP bench-OBJ make-SS  place-DPAST. 

 

‘Then the man died, people (in the village) made a bench and placed (him there).’ 

 

U-shi-ri-k              fle  obro     ma   tei    siyok   fri  waya-nda-ri-k  

do-ORD-DPAST-DS  pig DEM.dl man bench under 3dl  stay.aound-IPF-DPAST-DS 

fri welopkolop  ji-hi    fri mbla-mbla lafaka-ha   sembe-k     er     fri  i-hi-nda. 

3dl banana  hit-SS 3dl sing-sing finish-SS  forest-LOC thus 3dl go-SS-IPF. 

Kasira. Ambehoma. 

SD.fs  enough 

 

‘Then those pigs remained under the bench of the dead and they two hit (and ruined) 

banana plants and finished crying (singsing mourning) and went to the bush. This (is 

the story). Enough. 

 

Avifu 
‘Hornbill’ 

by Francis Levermbu 

 

Avifu-n         a  sawe-ku-a.      Ma  ondo     jikisi li-hi-n           yanga-k       li 

Hornbill-OBJ 1s tell-DES-AFF. man DEM.pl child 3pl-POSS-OBJ village-LOC 3pl 

hala-shi-hi      nome-k        li-mu      i-ra. 

leave-ORD-SS garden-LOC 3pl-STP go-DPAST. 

 

‘I will tell a Hornbill story. Those men left their children and went to the garden.’ 

 

U-ri-k            jikisi kanda  nom  li-mu      wanda-ra.     Li  wanda-ri-k 

do-DPAST-DS  child small only  3pl-STP stay-DPAST. 3pl stay-DPAST-DPAST-DS  

avoko laka oto       lopnivi         ondo-n         or   liliyi-hi    shovowarmba-k     or  

father big DEM.ms ripe.banana DEM.pl-OBJ 3ms mash-SS  flat.limbum-LOC 3ms  

owe-tomboko-ho or-mu       i-ra.       Or   i-ri-k            jikisagri        ondo  

put-carry-SS 3ms-STP go-DPAST. 3ms go-DPAST-DS young.children DEM.pl 

ori-n       li  heye-he  li-mu    mba-ra,     “Arai rai,       afi   nombo nombo.”  Karem 

3ms-OBJ 3pl see-SS 3pl-STP say-DPAST, “Grandfather, bird road road.”   like.this 
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li-mu     mba-ra. 

3pl-STP say-DPAST. 

 

‘Then only small children stayed. When they stayed, the old father mashed ripe banana 

and put it in a flat limbum sheet and carried and he went. He went, then those young 

children saw him and they said, “Grandfather, bird road road (showing happiness).” 

Like this they said.’ 

 

U-ri-k           or   la-raka-owe-he            or-mu mba-ra,            “Jinirmbanira, 

do-DPAST-DS 3ms take-come.down-put-SS 3ms-STP say-DPAST,  “Grandchildren, 

kolok    ji   minja-n   nongo-lahara-na-k        akwa-n    a  owe-shi-na-k        ji 

quickly 2pl leaf-OBJ pick.up-bring-FUT-DS food-OBJ 1s put-ORD-FUT-DS 2pl 

a-ka.”      Karem   or   mba-ri-k          li-mu     minja-n   nongo-lahara-ra.  

eat-IMP.” like.this 3ms say-DPAST-DS  3pl-STP leaf-OBJ pick.up-bring-DPAST. 

 

‘Then he unloaded and said, “Grandchildren, quickly bring some leaves, then I will put 

some food and you will eat.” He said like this, then they brought some leaves.’ 

 

U-ri-k           lopnivi      oso-n          or   tlo-tlo-owe-shi-ri-k 

do-DPAST-DS ripe.banana DEM.fs-OBJ 3ms scoop-scoop-put-ORD-DPAST-DS 

li-mu    a-ra.         Am  li  a-rako-ri-k         or  hala-ha    indik  or-mu      i-ra 

3pl-STP eat-DPAST. TD 3pl eat-CPL-DPAST 3ms leave-SS again 3ms-STP  go-DPAST 

yanga  or-hi-k. 

village 3ms-POSS-LOC. 

‘Then he served the mashed banana (on the leaves), so they ate. When they finished 

eating, he left and went back to his village.’ 

 

U-ri-k            nijava   avoko  am li-mu    ra-ra           yanga-k.      Yanga-k 

do-DPAST-DS  mother father TD 3pl-STP come-DPAST village-LOC. village-LOC 

lara-owe-he    akwa-n     li-mu   u-ra.        Hako jikisi  li-hi        ondo     mbeek 

bring-put-SS food-OBJ 3pl-STP do-DPAST  But child 3pl-POSS  DEM.pl SCNEG 

a- ri         ambu  lir. Am  li  a-ri          osik      li   ngrehe    ol-mu 

eat-DPAST NEG 3pl. TD 3pl eat-DPAST because  3pl be.filled DEM.pl-STP 

hala-shi     li-ra.          Ermba ermbak li  lara-ewe-he     li u-ri             lir 

leave-ORD stay-DPAST. Always      3pl bring-put-SS 3pl cook-DPAST 3pl 

a- nda-ri          ambu lir.  Angop    arai           li-hi       akwa-n      or 
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eat-IPF-DPAST NEG 3pl. Already grandfather 3pl-POSS  food-ONJ 3ms 

lahara-ri       hom li   a-a      ol-mu      ngrehe-ra. 

bring-DPAST like 3pl eat-eat DEM-STP be.filled-DPAST. 

 

‘Then parents came home. They came home, carried food, and they cooked. But their 

children did not eat. For they had just eaten, they were full, so they left the food and 

stayed. All the time they carried food and cooked, but they did not eat. As their 

grandfather had already brought them food, so they ate and they were full.’ 

 

U-nda-ri-k           nindi   las      wolo-k      li-mu mba-ra,          “Mbele  li 

do-IPF-DPAST-DS middle INDF.fs time-LOC 3pl-STP say-DPAST, “What 3pl 

a- ha    akwa ni  u-wa-n       ndura-nda   la?”  Karem    mba-ha  jikanda    ermbasi 

eat-SS food 1pl cook-NPAST dislike-IPF 3pl.” Like.this say-SS young.boy youngster 

lap       li  mba-shi-ri-k             mayam fri-mu wanyi-si-ra. 

INDF.dl 3pl say-ORD-DPAST-DS quietly 3dl-STP hide-stand-DPAST. 

 

‘Then one day they said, “What do they eat, so they dislike the food we cook?” They said 

like this and told two young boys to spy.’ 

 

U-ri-k           avifu    oto        am or   lopnivi        os      or   liyi-ri-n 

do-DPAST-DS hornbill DEM.ms TD 3ms ripe.banana REL.fs 3ms mash-DPAST-OBJ 

tomboko-ho or-mu    ra-ra.          U-ri-k           os    li   mba-nda-ri        hom 

carry-SS 3ms-STP come-DPAST. do-DPAST-DS  REL 3pl say-IPF-DPAST  like 

li-mu    mba-ra,      “Arai rai,        afi nombo nombo.” Karem  li  mba-ri-k          or 

3pl-STP say-DPAST, “Grandfather, bird road road.” like.this 3pl say-DPAST-DS 3ms 

la-raka-owe-he            or-mu     minja minja li-hi-k           tlo-tlo-owe-ra.  

take-come.down-put-SS 3ms-STP leaf  leaf 3pl-POSS-LOC scoop scoop-put-DPAST. 

 

Then the hornbill man mashed ripe banana, carried it and came. Then as they said 

before, they said, “Grandfather, bird road road (showing happiness).” They said like this, 

then he unloaded banana and put it down, and scooped it and put it on each one’s leaf.’ 

 

U-ri-k          ma  obro     heye-ndirna     kormba-k         fri-mu  tala-ra. 

do-DPAST-DS man DEM.dl  see-as.soon.as open.place-LOC 3dl-STP appear-DPAST. 

Fri tala-ha      karem   fri-mu    mba-ra,      “Akwa jivi   mi-hi        mi  a-ha 

3dl appear-SS like.this 3dl-STP say-DPAST, “food good 3ms-POSS 3ms eat-SS 
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se    mi-hi       roso-n      mi   lahara-wa     hom li  a-ha   akwa ni  lara-owe   ni 

stool 3ms-POSS DEM-OBJ 3ms bring-NPAST as 3pl eat-SS food 1pl bring-put 1pl 

u-wa          ol-mu         ndura-ndu-a.”         Karem   fri  mba-ha  fri ji-hi 

cook-NPAST DEM.pl-STP dislike-PROG-AFF.” like.this 3dl say-SS 3dl hit-SS 

martlo-shi-ri-k               fi     nga  nor-mu   i-ra. 

hit.head-ORD-DPAST-DS blood and 3ms-STP go-DPAST. 

 

‘Then as soon as they two saw, they appeared to the open place. They-dl appeared and 

said like this, “You ate your good food, and as you brought your stool, they eat and they 

dislike what we brought and cooked.” They-dl said like this and they two hit him on the 

head, so he went away bleeding.’ 

 

 U-ri-k           li  ra-ri-k            fri-mu   sawe-ra,      “Avoko laka oto 

do-DPAST-DS 3pl come-DPAST-DS 3dl-STP tell-DPAST,  “father big DEM.ms 

se-n       or    lahara-wa     hom  li  a-ha   akwa ni  owe-u-wa-n 

stool-OBJ 3ms bring-NPAST as  3pl eat-SS food 1pl put-cook-NPAST-OBJ  

ol-mu          ndura-ndu-a.”         Karem   mba li-mu     li-hi    ya-ra. 

DEM.pl-STP dislike-PROG-AFF.” like.this say 3pl-STP live-SS go.around-DPAST. 

Li  li-ya             i-hi   nijava  avoko  nowe-k        li   i-shi-ri-k     lir-ndonom 

3pl live-go.around go-SS mother father garden-LOC 3pl go-ORD-DS 3pl-only 

li-mu    wanda-ra. 

3pl-STP stay-DPAST. 

 

‘When they came, they two said, “That old father brought stool and they ate, so they are 

disliking the food we prepared.” They-dl said like this and they stayed on. They stayed 

on and when the parents had gone to the garden, only children stayed home.’ 

 

U-hu   fa-k        li  uja-ku-ri-k                li-mu    layi-ra.            U-ri-k  

do-SS river-LOC 3pl bathe-DES-DPAST-DS 3pl-STP go.down-DPAST do-DPAST-DS 

avoko  laka oto       angop   masmas taka-ha          minimba hom fa-k  

father big DEM.ms already ahead  come.down-SS log     like river-LOC 

ando-wa-ri               ri.   U-ri-k           li  heye-he li-mu     mba-ra,     “Amber er  

cross-lie.down-DPAST 3ms. do-DPAST-DS 3pl see-SS 3pl-STP say-DPAST, “all  thus 

ji   ra-ha     minimba roto       er    ni   nduwu-ka.   Ni nduwu-lai       lafaka-ka. 

2pl come-SS log     DEM.ms  thus 1pl stand-IMP. 1pl stand-line.up finish-IMP. 
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‘Then they went down to the river to bathe. Then the old father had already come down 

and he had laid himself like a log over the river. Then they saw and said, “You all come, 

let’s stand on this log. Let’s line up here.’ 

 

U-hu  nakrem   er   ni  kweina-ha fa-k        ni  layi-ka.         ” Karem  mba-ha li-mu  

do-SS together thus 1pl jump-SS river-LOC 1pl go.down-IMP. “like.this say-SS 3pl-STP 

nduwu-lai      lafaka-ra.       Am li   nduwu-lai      lafaka-ri-k         minimba oso 

stand-line.up finish-DPAST. TD 3pl stand-line.up finish-DPAST-DS log     DEM.fs 

er    si  tormblefa-ri-k     uksi-k              er    li-mu    layi-ra. 

thus 3fs turn-DPAST-DS under.water-LOC thus 3pl-STP go.down-DPAST. 

Uksi-k              li layi-r,               karem    li  mba-ri       os.    Hako  am 

under.water-LOC 3pl go.down-DPAST, like.this 3pl say-DPAST DEM. but  TD 

kuyanga-k    er    li   si-r           te. 

village-LOC thus 3pl stand-DPAST INT. 

 

‘Then let’s jump down to the river together.” They said like this and they lined up on the 

log, then the log turned and they fell into the water. They thought they would go into the 

water. But they stood in a village.’ 

 

U-hu  orok  er    li-mu     li-ra,         avifu-hi yanga-k.                U-ri-k  

do-SS there thus 3pl-STP stay-DPAST, hornbill-POSS village-LOC. do-DPAST-DS 

nijava  avoko   li-hi       indik  li   ra-ha    tangri-fu-hu               li-mu 

mother father 3pl-POSS again 3pl come-SS call-unsuccessfully-SS 3pl-STP 

usha-lasa-ya-ra.                   Er   li  usha-lasa-ya-ya- 

call-look.for-go.around-DPAST. thus 3pl call-look.for-go.around-go.around- 

fu-hu                 er    li-mu    li-ra. 

unsuccessfully-SS  thus 3pl-STP live-DPAST. 

 

‘And they stayed there in the village of the hornbill. When their parents came back, they 

called their children but there was no answer so they called and looked for them. They 

called, went around to look for them unsuccessfully, so they stayed.’ 

 

U-nda-ri-k            nijava  las       jikisi si-hi       obro-njik       si  hishiowe-he si-mu 

do-IPF-DPAST-DS mother INDF.fs child 3fs-POSS DEM.dl-BEN 3fs think-SS  3fs-STP 

tla-ya-ra.             U-ri-k            Lakai fre Kwarsaw   fri  ra-heye-he    fri-mu 

cry-around-DPAST. do-DPAST-DS Lakai and Kwarsaw 3dl come-see-SS 3dl-STP 
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sili-ra,       “Mberem u-shi-wa-k            nyi tla-ya-ndu-wa?”                Karem  fri  

ask-DPAST, “how  do-ORD-NPAST-DS 2fs cry-around-PROG-NPAST?” like.this 3dl 

mba-ri-k          si-mu   sawe-ra,      “An jikisi an-hi-njik       a  hishiowe-he na 

say-DPAST-DS 3fs-STP tell-DPAST, “1s child 1s-POSS-BEN 1s think-SS  1s 

na tla-ya-ndu te.”  

1s cry-around-PROG INT.” 

 

‘Later a certain woman was worried about her two children and she was crying. Then 

Lakai and Kwarsaw came and saw her and asked, “Why are you crying?” They-dl said 

like this, then she told, “I am worried about my children and crying.” ‘ 

 

U-ri-k           fri-mu    mba-ra,    “Mberem mberem fri i-r?”           “Maam te.  

do-DPAST-DS 3dl-STP say-DPAST, “how   how  3dl go-DPAST?” “do.not.know INT. 

Fri  i-hi-nda   nombo-n    a  heye-nda kom.”  Karem   mba-ri-k          Lakai fre Kwarsaw  

3dl go-SS-IPF path-OBJ 1s see-IPF NEG.” like.this say-DPAST-DS Lakai and Kwarsaw 

fri-mu   sawe-ra,      “Wa  jir  avoko  laka lar       ji-r          oj?   U-nda  nahi 

3dl-STP tell-DPAST, “well 2pl father big INDF.ms hit-DPAST 2pl? do-IPF CON  

hishi-ka.”    Karem    fri mba-ri-k           si-mu   mba-ra,     “Hei, avoko   laka lar  

think-IMP.” like.this 3dl say-DPAST-DS 3fs-STP say-DPAST, “yes, father big INDF.ms 

li   ji-hi    li  martlo-shi-ri-k                i-ri        ri-a.”  

3pl hit-SS 3pl hit.head-ORD-DPAST-DS go-DPAST 3ms-AFF. 

 

‘Then they two said, “Where did they two go?” “I don’t know. I have not seen the path 

they two had gone.” She said like this, then Lakai and Kwarsaw told her, “Did you hit an 

old father? If so, think.” They-dl said like this, then she said, “Yes, they hit an old father, 

they hit him on his head, so he went away.” ‘ 

 

U-ri-k           fri-mu   mba-ra,      “Ambehoma. Angop yanga   or-hi-k           or  

do-DPAST-DS 3dl-STP say-DPAST, “enough. already village 3ms-POSS-LOC 3ms 

layi-owe-shi-nda-k         ol       li-ndu.        Ter angop     wasilaka-k na-wa          lir. 

go.in-put-ORD-IPF-DS DEM.pl stay-PROG. today already big-LOC become-NPAST 3pl. 

Jikisi nyi-hi     op       nyi  mba-wa     nokopji  angop   nokopminyongo-k na-ha  

child 2fs-POSS DEM.dl 2fs say-NPAST girl    already young.girl-LOC become-SS 

muku  nga  na-ha-nda        sir. Hulayi angop   ermbasi-k         na-ha-nda        ri.”  

breast with become-SS-IPF 3fs. Boy  already young.boy-LOC become-SS-IPF 3ms. 

Karem   fri-mu   sawe-ra.  
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like.this 3dl-STP tell-DPAST. 

 

‘Then they two said, “Enough. He placed them in his village, so they are living there. 

Now, they are already grown up. The children you mentioned, a girl has already become 

a young girl with breast. The boy is already a young man.” They-dl said like this.’ 

 

U-hu   fri-mu   mba-ra,    “Wa    nyi heye-ku-nda    nahi,  nyi i-hi    ma  ondo-n  

do-SS 3dl-STP say-DPAST, “well 2fs see-DES-IPF CON, 2fs go-SS man DEM.pl-OBJ 

nyi sawe-he naku-n     ji  shi-hi   u-ka.        U-nda-na-k       hiyawu kaso-n      li 

2fs tell-SS sago-OBJ 2pl cut-SS make-IMP. do-IPF-FUT-DS feast  DEM-OBJ 3pl  

wala-ku-wa          wolo  orok  avak tala-na-k           ji heye-ku-wa         lir.  

finish-DES-NPAST time there soon appear-FUT-DS 2pl see-DES-NPAST 3pl. 

Karem   fri  mba-shi-ri-k            si-mu   hulaima nokopma kuyanga-k     fehe  

like.this 3dl say-ORD-DPAST-DS 3fs-STP man  woman  village-LOC be.from 

ondo-n      sawe-ra.     Si sawe-ri-k lir,           “Nyir mbafirimba-w.” Karem   li-mu 

DEM-OBJ tell-DPAST. 3fs tell-DPAST-DS 3pl, “2fs lie-NPAST.”  like.this 3pl-STP 

mba-ra.      Hako sir-ndonom os       fri sawe-ri       hom  u-ri sir.  

say-DPAST. but 3fs-only   DEM.fs 3dl tell-DPAST like do-DPAST 3fs. 

 

‘And they two said, “Well, if you want find them, go and tell those men, and cut the sago 

and prepare it. If you do so, when they are going to finish the feast, they will appear, so 

you will see them.” They-dl said like this, so whe told the people fo the village. When she 

told, they said, “You are lying.” They said like this. But only she did what they two told 

her.’ 

 

Hiyawu oso-n          am li  wala-ku-ri             wolo-k     si  na-ri-k           li-mu 

feast  DEM.fs-OBJ TD 3pl finish-DES-DPAST time-LOC 3fs become-DPAST 3pl-STP 

i-ra.         Li  i-shi-ri-k              am li  tala-ku-ri              wolo-k     si-mu 

go-DPAST. 3pl go-ORD-DPAST-DS TD 3pl appear-INC-DPAST time-LOC 3fs-STP 

na-ra.            U-ri-k           Lakai fre Kwarsaw     nijava  laka oso-n          fri 

become-DPAST. do-DPAST-DS Lakai and Kwarsaw mother big DEM.fs-OBJ  3dl 

ra    heye-he  fri-mu    sawe-ra,     “Avak  si-hi     heye-na-k     jikisi  nyi-hi  

come see-SS  3dl-STP tell-DPAST, “soon stand-SS see-FUT-DS child 2fs-POSS 

tala-ka.”       Karem   mba-ri-k          avifu   masmas tala-ri           ri.   Masmas 

appear-IMP.” like.this say-DPAST-DS hornbill ahead appear-DPAST 3ms. ahead 

wornale nga  tala    haiwahandawa-ri                ri.  
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knife  with appear dance.back.and.forth-DPAST 3ms. 

 

‘When it became time that they were going to finish the feast, they went. They went, 

then it became time that they would come out. Then Lakai and Kwarsaw came and 

found the old mother and they two said, “Now stand and see your children will appear.” 

they two said like this, then first the hornbill appeared. He appeared first with knife and 

he danced back and forth..’ 

 

U-ri-k          hopkonu kar    yok   tala-r.            U-ri-k          mas  jikisagri 

do-DPAST-DS snake  SD.ms side appear-DPAST. do-DPAST-DS first  young.children 

li  taltala-ha    li  tala-rako-ho        li-mu    hai        nokopminyongo-n  ndungwa-ra. 

3pl appear-SS 3pl appear-COM-SS 3pl-STP levelward young.girl-OBJ give.sign-DPAST. 

Li  haindungwa-ri-k              nokopminyongo lal  hametuwuji-n,            lal  

3pl levelward.give.sign-DPAST-DS  young.girl   some kind.of.banana-OBJ, some 

yamikunduwuji-n,      lal     intlaplopji-n,            lal   loptombokji-n,          lal 

kind.of.banana-OBJ, some  kind.of.banana-OBJ, some kind.of.banana-OBJ some 

lovomuji-n             li taltala    tala-rako-ho        lir nga  mu  hai        hulai 

kind.of.banana-OBJ 3pl appear appear-COM-SS 3pl also STP levelward man 

ermbasi-n ndungwa-ra. 

young.boy-OBJ give.sign-DPAST. 

 

‘Then one snake came out the other side. Then small children appeared first. When they 

finished coming out, they gave a sign to young girls. When they gave a sign, some young 

girls came out with hametuwuji (banana shoots), some with yamikunduwuji, some with 

intlaplopji, some with loptombokji, some with lovomuji. When they finished coming out, 

they gave a sign to young boys.’ 

 

U-ri-k           lal   lovwaji-n,               lal   saitenji-n              karem   li 

do-DPAST-DS some kind.of.banana-OBJ, some kind.of banana-OBJ like.this 3pl 

tolo-ho   li-mu     tala-ra.          Am li   taltala-rako-ho     li  si-ri-k  

hold-SS 3pl-STP appear-DPAST. TD 3pl appear-COM-SS 3pl stand-DPAST-DS 

Lakai fre   Kwarsaw  nijava   laka oso-n           fri-mu    i sili-ra,          “Jikisi 

Lakai and Kwarsaw mother big  DEM.fs-OBJ 3dl-STP go ask-DPAST,  “child 

nyi-hi      am  nyi-mu heye-ndu?     Kabraai si-ndu.         Wa,  hi-k 

2fs-POSS TD 2fs-STP see-PROG? DEM.dl stand-PROG. well, name-LOC  

haiusha-heye.” Karem   mba-ri-k         si-mu     usha-ra.       U-ri-k 
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call-see.”    like.this say-DPAST-DS 3fs-STP  call-DPAST. do-DPAST-DS 

fri-mu    simanda-ra.  

3dl-STP stand.look-DPAST. 

 

‘Then some came out with lovwaji, some with saitenji, like this they carry banana shoots 

and came out. When they all came out and stood, Lakai and Kwarsaw went and asked 

the old mother, “Are you finding your children? They-dl are standing over there. Call 

them with their names.” They-dl said like this, so she called. Then they stood and 

looked.’ 

 

U-ri-k           si  i  tolo-ho    makaptakhava-n tle-he  si-mu    tla-ra.       U-hu 

do-DPAST-DS 3fs go hold-SS  chin-OBJ     rub-SS 3fs-STP cry-DPAST. do-SS 

la-ha     li-mu    i-ra         yanga-k.      U-hu-nda-k     lovo     ol        ni-mu 

take-SS 3pl-STP go-DPAST village-LOC. do-SS-IPF-DS banana DEM.pl 1pl-STP 

heye-ndu-wa.         U-nda ambehoma. Avifu   kari-a. 

see-PROG-NPAST. do-IPF enough. hornbill SD.mf-AFF. 

 

‘Then she went and held them-dl, rubbed their chins and cried. Then she took them-dl 

home. This is how we are now seeing bananas. Now it’s enough. This is the hornbill 

story.’ 

 

Wiwakik shi ihinda mashi 
(We went to Wewak) 

by David Apinqua 

 

Kuyanga-k    shi na-ha-nda-ri-n              shi  hala-ha  Nuku-k      shi-mu 

village-LOC 1dl be-SS-IPF-DPAST-OBJ  1dl leave-SS Nuku-LOC 1dl-STP 

rasa-ra.           Nuku-k       shi  rasa-ha        shi  li-ri-k            balus 

come.up-DPAST. Nuku-LOC  1dl come.up-SS  1dl stay-DPAST-DS plane 

raka-ku-ri-k                    shi-mu   nikishi-ra.     Kolok  or   ta-ha       nor 

come.down-DES-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP wait-DPAST. quickly 3ms come-SS  3ms 

taka-ri               ambu. Nambek   er    shi li-li-hi         homi-ri 

come.down-DPAST NEG. long.time thus 1dl stay-stay-SS late.afternoon-DPAST 

mende-kop or-mu     taka-ra.               Homi-ri                  mende-kop Nuku-k  

very-LOC 3ms-STP come.down-DPAST. late.afternoon-DPAST very-LOC Nuku-LOC 

or   taka-ha          shir-in   or   la-ha     ni-mu   ra-ra.  
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3ms come.down-SS 1dl-OBJ 3ms take-SS 1pl-STP come-DPAST. 

 

‘We two left being in the village and came up to Nuku. We came up to Nuku and we 

stayed and waited for the plane to come. It did not come quickly. We waited for long time 

then in the very late afternoon it came down. It came down to Nuku in the very late 

afternoon and took us twoo and we came.’ 

 

Ni  ra-ha     nombo nindi-k       ni   si-hi      ma  or          balus-in 

1pl come-SS road  middle-LOC 1pl stand-SS man REL.3ms plane-OBJ 

tolo-nda-ri          ma  oto        or  heye-ri,      wahaw, os        ni ra-ku-ri 

hold-IPF-DPAST man DEM.ms 3ms see-DPAST, no,   REL.3fs 1pl come-DES-DPAST 

nombo am  kava-k    na-r.              Kwanti si  awu-hu    nombo os        ni  

road  TD bad-LOC become-DPAST.  fog   3fs cover-SS  road REL.3fs 1pl 

ta-ku-ri-n                  arango-ri       sir.  U-shi-ri-k             nombo mbeeiyok     or 

come-DES-DPAST-OBJ  block-DPAST 3fs. do-ORD-DPAST-DS road  where-LOC 3ms 

la-ha     ni  ra-ku-ri             ambu-k     indik  or   tormble-he Heifild-ik  

take-SS 1pl come-DES-DPAST NEG-     again 3ms turn-SS  Hayfield-LOC 

ni  raka,         karem   mba-ha  or-mu    u-ra.         Hako maam      te.   Nombo 

1pl come.down, like.this say-SS 3ms-STP do-DPAST.  but don’t.know INT. road 

oso       am kormba-k         si  na-shi-ri-k                  er   or   la-ha 

DEM.fs TD open.place-LOC 3fs become-ORD-DPAST-DS thus 3ms take-SS 

ni-mu    ra-ra          Wiwak-ik 

1pl-STP come-DPAST Wewak-LOC. 

 

‘We came, we stood in the middle, the man who handled the plane saw (tried to find), no. 

The road which we were coming had become bad. The fog covered and blocked the road 

which we were coming. Then since there was no way he would bring us coming, he 

turned and thought we would land at Hayfield, so he tried. But, I don’t know. The road 

became clear, so he took us and we came to Wewak.’ 

‘ 

Wiwak-ik     ni   ra-ri-k         ma  or         SIL nga   lerawu-n   la-nda-ri 

Wewak-LOC 1pl come-DPAST man REL.3ms SIL with work-OBJ work-IPF-DPAST 

ma   or   layi      balus  taka-nda-ri               mishi-k     or   si-ri-k               ni 

man 3ms go.down plane come.down-IPF-DPAST place-LOC 3ms stand-DPAST-DS 1pl 

raka-ri-k                  kar-ik     or   la-ha    ni-mu    rasa-ra.            Shi 

come.down-DPAST-DS  car-LOC 3ms take-SS 1pl-STP come.up-DPAST. 1dl 
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tasa-ha      os       li  li-nda-ri           mishi-k     shi tasa-owe-he        karem u-hu  

come.up-SS REL.fs 3pl live-IPF-DPAST place-LOC 1dl come.up-put-SS like.this do-SS 

aka-k        shi-mu   li-ra.         Aka-k         shi li-hi    karem    u-ri-k          Tarja 

house-LOC 1dl-STP stay-DPAST. house-LOC 1dl stay-SS like.this do-DPAST-DS Tarja 

nga  Hanna Marie  nga fri-mu     hakasawe-ra,            “Akwa nga  shi na-wa       ambu 

and Hanna Marie and 3dl-STP downward.tell-DPAST, “food with 1dl be-NPAST NEG 

shir. Hako akwa-n     ni  a-ku-wa           avak ma  tor       aka-n        u-nda   ma 

1dl. but  food-OBJ 1pl eat-DES-NPAST soon man DEM.ms house-OBJ do-IPF man 

roto      ma   avisha nokove  or-hi        akwa si  u-shi-na-k            ni 

DEM.ms man white woman 3ms-POSS food 3fs cook-ORD-FUT-DS 1pl 

a- ku-wa           nir.  Shir mbeek  apshar      shi u-ku-wa             ambu shir.”  Karem 

eat-DES-NPAST 1pl. 1dl SCNEG differently 1dl cook-DES-NPAST NEG 1dl.”  like.this 

mba-shi-ri-k            shi-mu li-ra.  

say-ORD-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP stay-DPAST. 

 

‘When we came to Wewak, a man who was working with SIL came and stood at the 

airport, then we landed, then he took us in the car, and we came up. We came up, we 

came up to where they lived and we unloaded and sat in a house. We sat in a house, then 

Tarja and Hanna Marie told us from flat above,”We two don’t have food. But when the 

wife of the white skin carpenter finishes cooking we will eat. We two won’t cook 

separately.” Said like this, so we two stayed.’ 

 

Shi  li-hi     am haf  past sikis-ik   si  na-ri-k                ma  avisha li   a-nda-ri 

1dl stay-SS TD half past six-LOC 3fs become-DPAST-DS man white 3pl eat-IPF-DPAST 

wolo-k      si  na-ri-k               li  mba-ri-k         shi-mu    lawu-ra.       Shi 

time-LOC 3fs become-DPAST-DS 3pl say-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP go.up-DPAST. 1dl 

lawu-ri-k            ol      li  li-nda-ri          jeye  ondo-n         li-mu 

go.up-DPAST-DS REL.pl 3pl sit-IPF-DPAST chair DEM.pl-OBJ 3pl-STP 

lara-nduwu-ra.         Lara-nduwu-shi-ri-k             nir ma tostava tava yok   namdar  

bring-stand-DPAST. bring-stand-ORD-DPAST-DS 1pl man five hand side one 

karem    ni  na-ri            nir.   Na-ri   osik       ni   li-hi   ni  a-ku-ri-k  

like.this 1pl become-DPAST 1pl.  become because 1pl sit-SS 1pl eat-DES-DPAST-DS 

hambia-n   si-mu    lahara-owe-ra.       Hambiya-n si   lahara-owe-shi-ri-k      shi 

plate-OBJ 3fs-STP bring-put-DPAST. plate-OBJ 3fs bring-put-DPAST-DS  1dl 

a- ku-ri-k               shi-mu   lihishi-ra,      “Ma  avisha nga  ma  tle   nga  nakrem  

eat-DES-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP think-DPAST. “man white and man black and together 
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ni  ndirsa-ha   ni a-ku-wa             oso      mbeek   jivi-k       na-ku-wa 

1pl gather-SS 1pl eat-DES-NPAST DEM.fs SCNEG good-LOC be-DES-NPAST 

ambu  re.”  Karem    mba-ha mayam  shi-mu   li –a-ra.         Shi li-a-ha      akwa 

NEG INT.  like.this say-SS quietly 1dl-STP sit-eat-DPAST. 1dl sit-eat-SS  food 

ol       si  u-ewe-ri          flaua  lal     si-mu    u-r.           Bin  uksembe 

REL.pl 3fs cook-put-DPAST flour IDF.pl 3fs-STP cook-DPAST. bean water 

mba-kop    si  u-ri           lir.  Rais oto    lakak    na-ri      ambu  sir. Hako 

mere-LOC 3fs cook-DPAST 3pl. rice DEM lot-LOC be-DPAST NEG 3fs. but 

am  ni  a-ri          sir. 

TD 1pl eat-DPAST 3fs. 

 

‘We sat, when it became half past six, when it became time when white people eat, they 

called so we went up. We went up, they brougnt and stood the chairs which they would 

sit. Brought and stood them, we were six. We became six, we sat, and she brought and 

put plates in order for us to eat. She brought and put plates, when we two were about to 

eat, we two thought, “It is not going to be good that white men and black men get 

together and eat.” Thought like this, we sat quietly and ate. We two sat and ate, what 

she cooked and put were some bread, she cooked beans in mere water. Rice was not a lot. 

But we had eaten.’ 

 

Mbele lal       si  u-ri           makasiji       hom na-ri.        Hako ondo     lilia-ri 

what INDF.pl 3fs cook-DPAST winged.beans like be-DPAST. but  DEM.pl spicy-DPAST 

lir. Karem     u-shi-ri-k             permbar shi-mu    a-ra.          Ondo-n         shi 

3pl. like.this do-ORD-DPAST-DS quickly 2dl-STP  eat-DPAST  DEM.pl-OBJ 1dl 

a- rako-ho      uksembe nga si  ewe-shi-ri-k             shi a-ha    shi li-hi    hishi-ri 

eat-COM-SS water  and 3fs put-ORD-DPAST-DS 1dl eat-SS 1dl sit-SS think-DPAST 

shir, “Avak ondo-n         ni  a-rako-ho     shi  layi     suknya-ku-wa        shir.” Karem 

2dl, “soon DEM.pl-OBJ 1pl eat-COM-SS 1dl go.down sleep-DES-NPAST 1dl. like.this 

shi hishi-ri       shir.  

1dl think-DPAST 1dl. 

 

‘Something else she cooked were like winged beans. But those tasted hot. Therefore we 

two ate quickly. We finished eating those, she brought also water, so we two drank, sat 

and thought, “Now we will finish those, then we will go down and sleep.” We two thought 

like this.’ 
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Hako shi  li-hi   shi heye-ri        akwa ome      las       er    nga  si-mu 

but  1dl sit-SS 1dl see-DPAST  food another INDF.fs  thus and 3fs-STP 

tolo-lahara-ra.        Akwa os       si  tolo-lahar-ewe-ri-k            shi heye-ri       oso  

hold-bring-DPAST. food  REL.fs 3fs hold-bring-put-DPAST-DS 1dl see-DPAST DEM.fs 

kasai  paje        os-in           ji  u-shi-wa-k               si nerko-shi-wa-k 

SD.fs mami.yam DEM.fs-OBJ 2pl cook-ORD-NPAST-DS 3fs soften-ORD-NPAST-DS 

ukmaha    ji  tolo-larasa-ngoro-lafaka-nda    hom er    na-ri      sir-a.       Karem 

hotwater 2pl hold-take.up-pour-mix-IPF like thus be-DPAST 3fs-AFF.  like.this 

spun  orok   si-mu    tlo-tlo-ho        owe-ra.       Hambiya hambiya-k  si  

spoon there 3fs-STP scoop-scoop-SS put-DPAST. plate   plate-LOC 3fs 

ewe-rako-ho    si-mu  tolo-lahara-ewera.          Si  tolo lahara-ewe-ri-k           shi 

put-COM-SS 3f-STP hold-bring-put-DPAST.  3fs hold-bring-put-DPAST-DS 1dl 

heye-ri      misokome-mba-k shi heye-ri       oso       kava-k    na-ri.        Hako shi 

see-DPAST eye-mere-LOC 1dl see-DPAST DEM.fs  bad-LOC be-DPAST. but  1dl 

a-heye-ri am orok.  

eat-see-DPAST TD there. 

 

‘But we two sat and saw, she held and brought another food. The food which she held 

and brought and we two saw was just like you cook mami yam and when it becomes soft 

you mix with hotwater. She scooped it with spoon and served. When she finished putting 

plates, she held and brought and put. She held, brought and put, we two saw, when we 

saw just with our eyes, it was (looked) bad. But when we two tasted it, it was so good.’ 

 

U-shi-ri-k             shi-mu    a-ra.        Oso-n          shi a-ri-k           flaua lal 

do-ORD-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP eat-DPAST. DEM.fs-OBJ 1dl eat-DPAST-DS flour INDF.pl 

nga  si  lahara-ewe-shi-ri-k            shi a-ha   wasware  las      painapul   las 

and 3fs bring-put-ORD-DPAST-DS 1dl eat-SS papaya INDF.fs pineapple INDF.fs 

lopnivi        lar       karem   nakrem   er    nga si   tol-tarmbe si  fasfasa-ha er 

ripe.banana INDF.ms like.this together thus also 3fs hold-turn 3fs mix-SS  thus 

nga si   ewe-shi-ri-k             shi-mu  a-ra.         Shi a-ha   karem     u-hu   ni 

also 3fs put-ORD-DPAST-DS 1dl-STP eat-DPAST. 1dl eat-SS like.this do-SS 1pl 

maimba-ha    lir-in    shi  hala-ha   shi-mu  raka-ra              aka    misambi yok.  

converse-SS 3pl-OBJ 1dl leave-SS 1dl-STP come.down-DPAST house ground side. 

Shi raka-layi           jeyekawu-n angop    li  hunduje-rako-shi-ri            osik  

1dl come.down-enter bed-OBJ  already 3pl prepare-COM-ORD-DPAST because 

shi-mu   layi-suknya-ra.        U-hu-nda   kasir-a.    Ambehoma. 
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1dl-STP enter-sleep-DPAST. do-SS-IPF SD.fs-AFF. enough. 

 

‘So we two ate. We ate that, then she brought and put some cakes (or cookies), so we ate 

and she also mixed papaya, pineapple and sweet banana and put, so we ate. We two ate, 

doing like this, we talked, then we two left them and came down to the ground floor. We 

two came down, enter, and we slept for they already prepared the beds. This is how it 

was. Enough.’ 

 

Ramuhi mashi 
(Ramu’s story) 

by Nalombo Limala 

Ramu         avak niri-k       wako-n       or  shi-hi               nor tavu-hu 

name.of.cat  now night-LOC gecko-OBJ 3ms cut.with.teeth-SS 3ms hold.in.mouth-SS 

or   lahara-ha  aka-k        or  la-lawu-hu      nor  ewe-shi-wa-k        or 

3ms bring-SS house-LOC 3ms take-go.up-SS 3ms put-ORD-NPAST 3ms 

wanyi-wa-k       Tarja  mba-wa-k    aka-k        a lawu-hu   shi  heye-wa,         mende.  

hide-NPAST-DS Tarja call-NPAST house-LOC 1s go.up-SS 1dl look.for-NPAST, 

nothing. 

Wakjinyi  nom  or   hi-koro-shi-wa-k                          kawu si  wa-nda    mishi-k  

gecko.tail only 3ms cut.with.teeth-chop-ORD-NPAST-DS bed  3fs sleep-IPF place-LOC 

kawu siyejek  hongoihongoira-ha or   ya-wa-k                  si aje-he         si 

bed  under move.around-SS 3ms go.around-NPAST-DS 3fs be.afraid-SS 3fs 

mba-wa-k         a lawu-hu    shi lasa-ha     shi  heye-wa,     mende.   Mende-k 

call-NPAST-DS 1s go.up-SS 1dl look.for-SS 1dl see-NPAST, nothing. nothing-LOC 

 

na-wa-k              indik  a-mu   raka-wa.              A  raka-li-li-hi             Tarja  

become-NPAST-DS again 1s-STP come.down-NPAST. 1s come.down-sit-sit-SS  Tarja 

am si  heye-he  si  mba-wa-k         a-mu    lawu-wa.        A lawu-wa-k           si 

TD 3fs see-SS 3fs call-NPAST-DS  1s-STP go.up-NPAST. 1s go.up-NPAST-DS 3fs 

aje-he         si  mba-wa-k        a-mu    haltolo-wa tava-k.                     Tava-k 

be.afraid-SS 3fs say-NPAST-DS 1s-STP downward.hold-NPAST hand-LOC. hand-LOC 

a  haltolo-ho            karem   u-hu   Hanna Marie-n      a  ewe-wa, 

1s downward.hold-SS like.this do-SS Hanna Marie-OBJ 1s put-NPAST, 

aje-w.              Tarja-n      a  ewe-wa,     aje-w.               U-wa-k         a 

be.afraid-NPAST. Tarja-OBJ 1s put-NPAST, be.afraid-NPAST. do-NPAST-DS 1s 

lahara-raka-owe-he          hi-n      a ndiya-ha         hi-k a 
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bring-come.down-put-SS fire-OBJ 1s make.fire-SS  fire-LOC 1s 

suwu-shi-wa-k                   or-mu      wa-u-ndu-wa. 

cook.in.fire-ORD-NPAST-DS  3ms-STP  lie-cook-PROG-NPAST. 

 

‘Ramu caught a gecko tonight, he carried it in his mouth, brought up to the house, when 

he put it on the floor, it ran away, so Tarja called me, so I went up to the house and we 

two looked for it, but we couldn’t find it. He cut off at the tail, so it was moving around 

under the bed where she sleeps, so she was afraid and she called me, so I went up and we 

two looked for it, but we could not find it. We couldn’t find it, so I came down again. I 

came down and sat and sat, then Tarja saw it and called, so I went up. I went up, she 

was afraid and called, so I caught it with my hands. I caught it with my hands and 

showed it to Hanna Marie, then she was afraid. I showed it to Tarja, she was afraid. So, 

I brought down and put it, made a fire and cooked it in fire, so it is now being cooked.’ 

 

Appendix 
 

Here is the result of applying Givon’s distance approach to Mende narratives. 

 

Wasmande 
A woman gave birth to a son in the bush. She took him home but left the placenta there. 

When her husband passed by there later, he saw a baby boy crying there. The man took 

him home and told his wife to nurse him as well. That was Wasmande, who was the 

placenta, who became a man. He would catch bigger wild game than his brother, so his 

brother became jealous and tried unsuccessfully to kill him. When the father was about 

to die, he instructed Wasmande to collect the liquid from his dead body when he would 

die. And he said that if he sprinkles it over whatever he was going to do, he would 

prosper. Wasmande followed his words and performed some miraculous things. However, 

one day his brother tried to steal the secret but he lost his life instead. But Wasmande’s 

magic liquid was also ruined then and he and his two wives had to work hard from then 

on to obtain food. 

 

Wasmande counting result 

SUBJECTS 

 RD P SS Animate Instances 

zero 1 1.87 100% 100% 30 

class 2 pronoun 2.03 1.90 71% 99% 224 
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NP+DEM 6.7 1 27% 100% 11 

NP+INDF 20 0.5 0% 100% 2 

NP 10 1.64 31% 83% 29 

NP+relative clause 7 2.2 0% 80% 5 

INDF 4.75 1 13% 100% 8 

class 1 pronoun 3 2.33 0% 100% 3 

class 3 pronoun10 1 0 100% 100% 1 

proper noun 1 0 100% 100% 1 

 

I removed NP+POSS from the chart above since it would badly skew the results. There 

are four instances of Noun Phrase with Possessive pronoun and their average is 81.75 

Referential Distance and 1.5 Persistance, 0% Same Subject preceding and 100% 

Animate subject. Those who caused this extraordinary distance are ‘his (Wasmande’s) 

wife’, ‘his (Wasmande’s) mother’ and ‘his (Wasmande’s) older brother’, all of whom had 

been absent from the main stage of the story for a long time though Wasmande had been 

mentioned all the time. 

 

Relative clauses are used to re-introduce minor participants (4 instances) and for one 

instance inanimate prop (certain leaves Wasmande decorated his head for dancing) is 

described in a relative clause. Even though the previous clause has the same subject, 

noun phrases are used when the current subject is included as part of the previous 

clause subject in order to avoid ambiguity. Also where there is a discontinuity of location 

and/or time, a noun phrase is used even if the same subject precedes. Also six instances 

of re-introduction by NP are either minor participants or props or non-animate 

participants introduced for the first time. 

A noun phrase with a demonstrative pronoun is used to re-introduce participants, 

however there are two instances introduced initially in this way. In this story those two 

are minor participants. 

A noun phrase with an indefinite marker is used for initial introduction. A mere 

indefinite marker distinguished the participants as ‘one of them or some of them who 

were mentioned in the previous clause’. 

 

OBJECTS 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instance 

                                                  
10 Class 3 pronoun appears sentence finally and it signals non-event line. 
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NP 15.58 0.21  32% 19 

NP+DEM 8.36 0.91  45% 11 

NP+POSS+DEM 10.67 0  100% 3 

NP+POSS 9.83 0  100% 6 

NP+relative clause 20 0  33% 3 

NP+INDEF 19.75 0  25% 4 

INDEF 9 6  100% 1 

DEM 3.5 0  0% 2 

class 3 pronoun 2 0  100% 1 

 

NP with relative clause and NP with indefinite marker identify props. And most of the 

NPs are also props. Many of the NPs with a demonstrative pronoun are also props. 

However, both placenta, who is the future Wasmande, and human baby, who is the 

future brother of Wasmande, are introduced initially as NP in object position. 

 

OBLIQUE 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP+BEN 6 0  100% 2 

NP+LOC 20 0.33  67% 3 

 

 

Hornbill 
Hornbill appeared in the village in a form of an old man and fed children with mashed 

banana. When the villagers came home from their garden, children were already full, so 

they didn’t eat what their mothers prepared. This continued for a while, and eventually 

the villagers decided to find out what was going on. So they told two young boys to spy. 

When the hornbill man came as usual, those boys ridiculed him and attacked him. One 

day when all the children went to river to bathe, hornbill man became a log over the 

river waiting for them to walk across. When they all stood on the log, it turned and all 

the children fell into the river. However they found themselves in the hornbill’s village. 

The parents couldn’t find their children anywhere. Later when Lakai and Kwarsaw, who 

had special power, told an old woman of the village what to do, she followed their advice. 

Then when the time came, all those missing children appeared as grown up adults with 

banana shoots in their hands. This is how the people got bananas. 

 

Hornbill counting result 
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SUBJECTS 

 RD P SS Animate Instances 

zero 1.08 1 92% 100% 12 

class 2 pronoun 2.26 0.98 68% 99% 85 

NP+DEM 10.25 2.13 0% 100% 8 

NP+INDF(certain)11 20 1 --- 100% 2 

NP+INDF(some) 2 6 0% 100% 1 

NP 14.63 1.38 13% 100% 8 

class 1 pronoun 5.2 0.6 20% 100% 5 

class 3 pronoun 1 0 100% 100% 2 

DEM 1 0 100% 100% 2 

proper noun 12.25 1.5 0% 100% 4 

INDF(some) 1 3.83 83% 100% 6 

 

OBJECTS 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP 18.83 0.5  25% 12 

NP + DEM 15.83 0  50% 6 

NP + rel. clause 22 0  0% 1 

class 2 pronoun 1 0  100% 1 

 

OBLIQUE 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP + LOC 20 0  0% 1 

NP+POSS+LOC 20 0  0% 1 

NP+POSS+DEM+BEN 20 0  100% 1 

 

 

Flood story 
Once upon a time there was a huge lake where a bush spirit lived. One day all the men 

gathered there and started scooping the water. They caught a huge eel, chopped it up, 

divided it, and ate it. The head was given to a young boy, who lived with his 

grandmother. When he took it home, his grandmother told him to hang it outside. She 

also told him not to be afraid of what he would hear that night but that he should stay 

                                                  
11 ‘Certain’ refers to initial introduction, ‘some’ refers to re-introduction of those 
previously mentioned. 
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inside and listen. Even before she finished talking, a thunder storm started. Rain fell 

and water sprang out from the ground and filled the earth. Those who ate the eel were 

drowned. But the boy and the grandmother survived. They made a canoe and she sailed 

to the garden and returned with food. 

Flood story counting result 

SUBJECTS 

 RD P SS Animate Instances 

zero 1 1 100% 100% 4 

class 2 pronoun 1.5 1.2 72% 93% 76 

NP+DEM 16.5 1.5 0% 75% 4 

NP+INDF(certain) 20 1 --- 0% 1 

NP + POSS 6 1 0% 100% 3 

NP 10.25 0.88 0% 13% 8 

NP + relative clause 20 1 0% 100% 1 

class 3 pronoun 3 0 50% 50% 2 

DEM 1 0 100% 0% 1 

 

OBJECTS 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP 3.33 0.33  75% 3 

NP + POSS 1 0  100% 1 

NP + DEM 10.5 0  75% 4 

NP+rel.clause+DEM 7 0  100% 1 

NP + ‘all’ 20 0  100% 1 

 

OBLIQUE 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP + LOC 2 0  100% 1 

NP+INDF+BEN 20 1  100% 1 

 

 

Coconut story 
Before, people did not have coconuts. A woman and his son lived together. He grew up 

and had a wife. One day they caught an eel, divided it and gave to the neighbours. To his 

mother they gave the head of the eel. She did not eat it but planted it outside. Then it 

germinated and became a coconut tree. 
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Coconut story counting result 

SUBJECTS 

 RD P SS Animate Instances 

zero 1 4.67 100% 100% 3 

class 2 pronoun 1.57 1.98 70% 76% 46 

NP+DEM 2.33 3.67 0% 67% 3 

NP+INDF(‘certain’) 20 0 --- 67% 3 

NP + POSS 2 2 0% 100% 1 

NP 1 2 100% 0% 1 

 

Since this story is about how people got coconut, animate % is lower than usual. 

 

OBJECTS 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP 5.5 0.67  50% 6 

NP + INDF 20 0  100% 1 

NP + rel.clause 20 0  100% 1 

class 2 pronoun 2 0  100% 29 

 

OBLIQUE 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP + ‘with’ 20 10  100% 1 

 
 

Creation story 
Tuhapmaala created a man, then a bird. He named the man Wankonu and the bird 

Apnashi. One day Apnashi flew to the bush and was eaten by a woman whose name was 

Mirindawainy. Wankonu went to find Apnashi and met Mirindawainy. He took her 

home and they had a son. One day Wankonu let his wife go to the garden alone and he 

stayed at home. He dug a hole, killed his son, threw him into the hole together with 

green vegetables and then covered it with leaves. That night a strong thunder storm 

occurred and what he had buried exploded. On the following morning Wankonu got up 

and went out and saw human beings, chickens, pigs, birds and all sorts of things there. 

 

Creation story counting result 
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SUBJECTS 

 RD P SS Animate Instances 

zero 1 1.62 100% 100% 13 

class 2 pronoun 1.33 1.45 80% 100% 55 

NP+DEM 12 1.25 0% 100% 4 

NP 10.5 5.5 0% 100% 2 

class 1 pronoun 2 1 0% 100% 1 

proper noun 6.63 2 0% 100% 8 

proper noun +DEM 5 0.33 0% 100% 2 

 

OBJECTS 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP 3.75 0.25  75% 4 

NP + DEM 3.5 1.5  100% 2 

NP + INDF 20 1.5  100% 2 

Proper Noun+DEM 2 0  100% 2 

class 2 pronoun 1 0  100% 3 

 

OBLIQUE 

 RD Persistence  Animate Instances 

NP + ‘with’ 20 1  100% 1 

 

Uniqueness of this story is that proper nouns appear with demonstrative pronouns 

when the participants are re-introduced after an interval of being “off stage”. It might 

suggest that this story is not the real traditional legend but the author’s own work. At 

least it shows that this story is not so well known all over the Mende land, which is true. 

Therefore the proper nouns are used with demonstratives when the participants are 

re-introduced. Though the creator’s name, Tuhapmaala is well known, not many men 

can tell the creation story like this, not even a very good story teller who lives in Mambu 

village. This needs further investigation. 
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